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Abstract
The proliferation of wireless services is expected to increase the demand for radio
spectrum in the foreseeable future. Given the limitations of the radio spectrum, it
is evident that the current fixed frequency assignment policy fails to accommodate
this increasing demand. Thus, the need for innovative technologies that can scale to
accommodate future demands both in terms of spectrum efficiency and high reliable
communication. Cognitive radio (CR) is one of the emerging technologies that offers
a more flexible use of frequency bands allowing unlicensed users to exploit and use
portions of the spectrum that are temporarily unused without causing any potential
harmful interference to the incumbents. The most important functionality of a CR
system is to observe the radio environment through various spectrum awareness tech-
niques e.g., spectrum sensing or detection of spectral users in the spatio-temporal
domain.
In this research, we mainly focus on one of the key cognitive radio enabling tech-
niques called localization, which provides crucial geo-location of the unknown radio
transmitter in the surrounding environment. Knowledge of the user’s location can
be very useful in enhancing the functionality of CRs and allows for better spectrum
resource allocations in the spatial domain. For instance, the location-awareness fea-
ture can be harnessed to accomplish CR tasks such as spectrum sensing, dynamic
channel allocation and interference management to enable cognitive radio operation
and hence to maximize the spectral utilization. Additionally, geo-location can signif-
icantly expand the capabilities of many wireless communication applications ranging
from physical layer security, geo-routing, energy efficiency, and a large set of emerging
wireless sensor network and social networking applications.
We devote the first part of this research to explore a broad range of existing co-
operative localization techniques and through Monte-Carlo simulations analyze the
performance of such techniques. We also propose two novel techniques that offer bet-
ter localization performance with respect to the existing ones. The second and third
1
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parts of this research put forth a new analytical framework to characterize the perfor-
mance of a particular low-complexity localization technique called weighted centroid
localization (WCL), based on the statistical distribution of the ratio of two quadratic
forms in normal variables. Specifically, we evaluate the performance of WCL in terms
of the root mean square error (RMSE) and cumulative distribution function (CDF).
The fourth part of this research focuses on studying the bias of the WCL and also
provides solutions for bias correction. Throughout this research, we provide a case
study analysis to evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches under changing
channel and environment conditions. For the new theoretical framework, we compare
analytical and Monte-Carlo simulation results of the performance metric of interest.
A key contribution in our analysis is that we present not only the accurate perfor-
mance in terms of the RMSE and CDF, but a new analytical framework that takes into
consideration the finite nature of the network, overcoming the limitations of asymp-
totic results based on the central limit theorem. Remarkably, the numerical results
unfold that the new analytical framework is able to predict the performance of WCL
capturing all the essential aspects of propagation as well as the cognitive radio network
spatial topology.
Finally, we present conclusions gained from this research and possible future di-
rections.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
If you perceive it hard to envisage life without your laptop, mobile phone, smart phone
or any other wireless communication device, you are not alone. Wireless technologies
have made mobile and personal communication devices an essential part of human life
in many parts of planet earth. Wireless communication has predominantly impacted
the world in many ways and has won overwhelming support in numerous areas in-
cluding, but not limited to, health care, natural disasters, environmental protection,
entertainment, business and personal communication. Demand for wireless services
is increasing at an alarming rate, whereas the available radio spectrum remains a
finite resource. Furthermore, the proliferation of wireless network deployment and
the ubiquitous availability of wireless devices has saturated the spectrum, resulting in
spectrum scarcity. Additionally, the radio spectrum is traditionally managed by radio
regulatory authorities and is allocated on a fixed spectrum assignment policy [2]. By
placing artificial limits on technology, the current regulations based on fixed spectrum
assignment which enforce, maintain and promote harmony among radio frequencies
create massive inefficiencies in spectrum utilization [3].
In order to combat the spectrum scarcity problem, a new paradigm called cognitive
radio (CR) has received much predominance in the area of wireless communications.
The goal of CR technology is to enable intelligent adaption in wireless networks in order
to allow for efficient spectrum utilization as well as interference mitigation. As such,
there is a need of spectrum awareness techniques that enable or provide functionalities
of the cognitive radio technology. Localization is one of the key CR enablers since it
provides geo-location of the unknown radio transmitter, consequently enhancing the
4
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Fig. 1.1 Spectrum opportunity in the frequency, time and space dimensions.
functionality of the CR tasks such as spectrum sensing, dynamic channel allocation
and interference management.
1.2 Cognitive Radio Overview
Cognitive radio is one of the emerging technologies that has been developed and stud-
ied over the past decade to enable efficient utilization of the spectrum resources [1, 4, 5].
The CR paradigm was pioneered by Mitola, defining it as a really smart radio that
would be self-aware, RF-aware and user-aware, and that would include language tech-
nology and machine vision along with a lot of high-fidelity knowledge of the radio
environment [4]. Considering the wireless communications perspective, Haykin de-
fines CR as an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its surround-
ing environment i.e., the outside world, and uses the methodology of understanding-
by-building to learn from the environment and adapt its internal states to statistical
variations in the incoming RF stimuli by making corresponding changes in certain op-
erating parameters e.g., transmit power, carrier-frequency and modulation strategy,
in real-time, with two primary objectives in mind: 1) highly reliable communications
whenever and wherever needed, and 2) efficient utilization of the radio spectrum [1].
This embedded intelligence allows the CRs to perform efficient communications by
optimizing the usage of the scarce radio spectrum [5]. Furthermore, this ultimately
opens new other paradigms such as using CR to deliver green communications by
optimizing the usage of energy in wireless networks through intelligent adaptation
of the aforementioned channel operating parameters [5, 6]. The concept of CRs can
also be implemented in cellular mobile networks to provide CR-based next generation
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business solutions with intelligent physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC)
layers. For instance, in the telecommunications sector energy efficiency from the base
stations to end users at the PHY and MAC is very important and receives more em-
phasis. Another potential application of CR technology is in the public safety domain,
with the potential to intelligently coordinate different technologies as well as different
operating agencies nationally [5].
The CR network comprises two types of users: the licensed (incumbent) user and
the unlicensed users. These two types of users are commonly referred to as the primary
(PU) and secondary user (SU), respectively. The PU has the right of priority in
using a certain frequency spectrum at any given time. The SUs, on the other hand,
have restricted access to the available unused radio spectrum. In particular, the SUs
can opportunistically use the spectrum provided that they prevent potential harmful
interference to the incumbent users.
Radio
Environment
Transmit-
power control
and spectrum
management
Radio
scene
analysis
Channel
state
estimation
and
predictive
modeling
Action:Transmitted signal
RF stimuli
Interference
temperature
Receiver
Channel capacity
Transmitter
Spectrum
holes traffic
statistics
Fig. 1.2 Basic cognitive cycle [1].
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1.2.1 Space Time Spectral Occupancy
One of the most important components of the CR concept is the ability to detect the
available spectrum opportunities in different dimensions of the spectrum space. The
conventional definition of the spectrum opportunity, which is often defined as a band
of frequencies that are not being used by the primary user of that band at a particular
time in a particular geographic area, only exploits three dimensions of the spectrum
space: space, time, and frequency [7].1 Fig. 1.1 depicts the concept of spectrum hole
in the space, time and frequency dimensions. Spectrum opportunity in the frequency
dimension means that all the bands are not used simultaneously at the same time, i.e.,
some bands might be available for opportunistic usage. Spectrum opportunity in the
time domain involves the availability of a specific part of the spectrum in time, i.e.,
the band is not continuously used and there are times when it becomes available for
opportunistic usage. In the space dimension, the spectrum can be available in some
parts of the geographical area while it is occupied in some other parts at a given time
[7].
The CR process starts with the passive sensing of radio frequency (RF) stimuli in
the environment. The three fundamental CR tasks are summarized in the so-called
cognitive cycle by Haykin depicted in Fig. 1.2, mainly focusing on communications,
learning and signal processing functionalities. For reconfigurability purposes, CRs
rely on a key enabling technology called the software defined radio. The radio scene
analysis comprises the following key functionalities:
• Interference temperature estimation.
• Detection of spectrum holes.
• Locating incumbent users of the spectrum in the environment.
Other functionalities related to radio scene analysis may include; estimating radio
propagation parameters, estimating the traffic pattern and the usage pattern of the
incumbent users etc. The channel identification encompasses estimation of channel-
state information and prediction of channel capacity for use by the transmitter. The
transmit-power control and dynamic spectrum management is responsible for transmit
power allocation and spectrum access management, and is carried out at the trans-
1It is worth noting that the estimation of the spectrum usage can be extended to other dimensions
e.g., code and angle [7].
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mitter side. The radio scene analysis and channel identification are carried out at the
receiver side.
1.3 Localization Overview
The accessibility of real-time high-accuracy location-awareness is essential for current
and next generation wireless applications. Location-awareness is challenging and yet
extremely crucial for many of wireless applications [8]. From an end-user perspec-
tive, location information is a critical component for a diverse range of applications
including logistics, security tracking, medical services, aviation, search and rescue op-
erations, control of home appliances, automotive safety, military systems, and a large
set of emerging wireless sensor network (WSN) applications [5, 9].
One of the most popular positioning systems in navigation is the global positioning
system (GPS), which is satellite-based, accurate (to the meters) and widely available,
as long as the receiver to be localized and the satellites have a line-of-sight (LOS)
connection as depicted in Fig. 1.3 [10]. GPS used to be the generic term for satellite
navigation systems but it is now associated to the United States – owned NAVSTAR
system. Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is now the generic term for today’s
global systems including GPS, Russian global navigation satellite system (GLONASS),
European Galileo, and Chinese Compass system [11]. However, the latter two systems
are in development and expected to be operational in 2019 and 2020, respectively.
GNSS technology has proved to have the greatest positive impact on everyday life,
with almost every part of the 21st century world covered by an augmented GPS and
laced with mobile digital communications in which aircraft and other vehicles travel
through “virtual tunnels”, imaginary tracks through space which are continuously
Fig. 1.3 GPS Localization.
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optimized for weather, traffic, and other conditions [12]. The increasing congestion
of commercial airspaces necessitated more efficient air traffic control methods. An
aircraft determines its own position by using GNSS and broadcasts it periodically over
the 1090 MHz radio frequency to ground stations or other aircraft in proximity. This
approach increases the accuracy of aircraft localization and enables lower separation
requirements and improved situational awareness for pilots and controllers [13].
Additionally, robotic vehicles use GNSS technology to perform all sorts of con-
struction, transportation, mining, and earth moving functions working day and night
with no need for rest. Low-cost personal navigators are as common place as hand
calculators, and every smartphone is equipped with a GPS navigator [12]. In the past
decade, technological advancements have facilitated the manufacturing of compact, in-
expensive, and low-power consuming receivers and sensors for smart devices equipped
with positioning technologies e.g., GPS, WiFi, and radio frequency identification, to
provide positioning, navigation and location based services. These positioning tech-
nologies and their enabling integrated systems have been promoted into the Internet
of things (IoT) world such as autonomous parking, asset tracking, context awareness,
geo-location, condition monitoring, smart manufacturing, as well as smart cities [14].
Fig. 1.4 Radar system basics.
Another positioning system that is expected to have a positive impact on everyday
life is automotive radar technology [15–18]. The market for automotive radar sensors
is expected to drastically increase over the next years. Automotive radar is emerging
as a key technology enabling intelligent and autonomous features in modern vehicles
such as comfort driver assistance functions, vehicle safety and autonomous driving
functions, and adding life-saving automatic interventions [15, 19]. Though most navi-
gation systems today, including in cars, rely on GNSS – autonomous cars require not
only higher accuracy and integrity, but the capability to compute the position with
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high accuracy in GNSS-denied environments [20]. Additionally, future automated
driving will require detailed and highly reliable information on the environment and
surrounding in-proximity traffic. This requires radar sensors to provide more detailed
information about the environment, particularly in the spatial domain [19]. Fig. 1.4
shows a basic example of a radar system.
In the context of WSN, location information can enable us to monitor and control
the physical world for a wide range of biological environmental applications with great
practical benefits – for instance, animal habitat monitoring will help to account for
population of species of interest; bush fire surveillance will provide useful information
to control fire outbreaks; hospital monitoring of patients; water quality monitoring
by identifying the source of pollutants; intrusion detection; road traffic monitoring for
better traffic management and precision agriculture will reduce costs and environmen-
tal impact by watering and fertilizing only where necessary [8, 21]. Other applications
that exploit position information include networking protocols (geo-routing) and in-
terference avoidance techniques in future cognitive radios [9]. The real-time location
systems technology market value is forecasted to reach US$ 8.09 billion by 2022 [22].
Fig. 1.5 depicts an example of a wireless communication network. All the above men-
Fig. 1.5 Wireless communications network.
tioned localization techniques are classified to be target assisted localization; in the
case of GNSS the receiver communicates with the satellites, in Radars the target re-
flects/bounces the signal back, and in WSN the sensors communicate with the source.
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In our research work however, we consider localization where the target/receiver does
not assist the localizer and hence we term it as a blind localization. We discuss the
concept of blind localization in the next section a bit more in detail and how it applies
to cognitive radios for wireless communication.
1.3.1 Blind Localization (Spatial Spectrum Awareness)
Blind localization refers to the determination of the geographical position of a un-
known target/emitter using some form of measurements related to its position [23].
The term blind captures the notion that location estimate of the unknown transmitter
is obtained with respect to non-cooperative communication. In particular, the coop-
erating receivers (localizers) have limited knowledge about the target but only their
own locations and measurable information such as received signal strength (RSS) and
angle of arrival. Additionally, besides the unknown location of the emitter, parame-
ters of the e.g., RSS measurement model such as the transmitted power and path loss
exponent are generally unknown. Furthermore, the position of the emitter appears
implicitly in the nonlinear measurement model in terms of the distances between the
emitter and the receivers [24]. Therefore, such blind estimators determine the location
of the emitter with the only available data i.e., receiver locations and measurements.
In CR networks, spectrum sensing is a key enabler in identifying spectrum holes
and monitoring of the PU activity so as to avoid any potential harmful interference
[2, 7, 25–27]. However, it should be noted that sensing functionality includes any kind
of technique that allows the CRs to gather useful radio environment information and
enhance the functionality of the network. Therefore, geo-location of PU, referred to
as blind localization, is one such spectrum awareness technique that not only plays an
important role in preventing harmful interference to the incumbent spectrum users,
but allows for better spectrum resource allocations in the spatial domain [1, 9, 28–32].
The concept of blind localization is important for context awareness in wireless net-
works aiding various applications such as energy efficiency, IoT, and intelligent network
adaptation in cognitive radio networks [33, 34]. Other applications that exploit posi-
tion information include location based services such as wireless access security, mobile
advertising, harsh GPS-denied environments where network coverage is limited and
measurement behavior is highly complex, and various personal robotics applications
[35, 36]. Even though there have been dramatic developments in the field of radio
localization, there still remains open research challenges that need to be addressed
[2, 7, 25]. These research challenges span across different areas of spectrum awareness
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including cooperative spectrum sensing, sensing techniques, control channel and re-
porting, data fusion, user selection and localization. Some of these challenges include,
but are not limited to the following.
# Multi-dimensional spectrum awareness: conventional definition of spectrum op-
portunity exploits three dimensions namely; frequency, time, and space. Code,
modulation and angle dimensions bring new challenges for detection and estima-
tion that are not exploited well enough. Advanced multi-dimensional spectrum
sensing algorithms need to be further exploited.
# Network topology: the placement of the network nodes and the impact such
deployment has on the performance of the blind radio localization algorithms
needs further analysis.
# Blind localization and tracking of mobile PU: most of the existing blind local-
ization of radio techniques assume that the position of the PU is static. The
blind localization of PU with mobility and subsequently tracking of PU remains
a challenge. It is obvious that the tracking accuracy relies on an efficient local-
ization technique. Thus, deriving an efficient localization and tracking technique
for mobile radio users remains an interesting but a very challenging problem.
# Multiple blind radio localization: this is one of the areas that has not yet been
completely addressed. Multiple blind PU localization with unknown channel
parameters and number of radio users remains a challenge.
This research will predominantly address the localization aspect of the radio spec-
trum awareness in CR networks. In particular, the research will investigate blind
localization techniques for a single PU scenario capturing all the essential aspects of
propagation as well as CR network spatial topology. The research work will mainly
adopt the signal strength measurements related to position information introduced in
Chapter 2 to estimate a geo-location of the PU. With respect to localization tech-
niques, we adopt geometric and centroid-based localization approaches.
1.4 Other Applications of Blind Localization
In this section, we provide some other applications of blind localization:
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1.4.1 Defense Applications
The concept of blind localization is well suited for defense industry applications with
different capabilities in various divisions ranging from maritime, land, weapon and
guidance, and surveillance. For instance, in the context of military operations, which
utilize positioning, navigation, and timing systems, it is often critically important in
battle fields or similar scenarios to know where the enemy is, which way the enemy is
facing and how the enemy is moving or navigating [37].
In most target defense systems, it is often crucial to know the location information
in order to successfully intercept and destroy ballistic missiles projected by the target
[38]. Additionally, navy defense systems rely on location estimation using active sonar
systems to know where the target submarine is [39]. In land military operations,
location information is a necessity for target tracking applications.
1.4.2 Search and Rescue Missions
The search for and provision of aid for people who are in distress or imminent danger is
one of the critical missions that benefit a lot from the location information. The search
areas of interest may include, but are not limited to, natural disasters, mountains,
dense forest, combat search and rescue on the battlefield, air–sea rescue over water
[40]. In most of the rescue operations, the overall objective of the mission is to detect,
localize and rescue a target within a certain terrain the search is conducted over.
In addition, these rescue-related missions usually take a multitude of scenarios into
account, considering arbitrary, unknown environments and weather conditions [41].
1.4.3 Data Analytics
The explosion of big data has expanded opportunities for the use of data in business
and one of the tools that can help them understand about their potential customer
behaviour and the market industry in general is using location data for their ana-
lytic needs. Location information can reveal hidden characteristics in a local area by
providing insights in e.g., consumer spending, demographic information, community
lifestyle and behavioural trends [42]. Additionally, businessess can benefit from lo-
cation information to unlock the full potential of data to crush competitors, delight
customers, and uncover new avenues for profitable growth [42]. For instance, com-
munication service providers can incorporate location information in their big data
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Fig. 1.6 Application of Indoor localization in an emergency scenario.
analytics to efficiently detect possible problems in the network, boost customer loy-
alty and enhance the overall business perfrormance [43]. Retailers can use location
data to uncover customer and market insights to optimize product mixes and boost
customer engagement. Location information can be used by manufacturers to unlock
new markets for their products and monitor their distribution. Logistics companies
can use location information to optimize their territories and operations to boost ser-
vice levels without increasing expenses [42].
1.4.4 Emergency security and safety
One of the first and mostly used blind localization applications is in the emergency
services. In many cases, people who are calling emergency responders are unable to
indicate their current location and it is a challenge to determine a location when calls
come from a mobile phone [44]. Additionally, location information can be used for
security purposes such as monitoring and tracking suspects or vulnerable persons e.g.,
may enable hospital patients to roam around freely and be located in the case of a
medical emergency as depicted in Fig. 1.6 [44].
1.5 Rationale for the Research
Despite notable developments in localization focusing on wireless networks, and in the
context of CR known as blind localization, this estimation problem is still challenging
and yet extremely crucial for a number of emerging wireless applications. For instance,
it can play a very important role in enhancing the functionality of the wireless network
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by alleviating some of the wireless communication practical challenges e.g., spectrum
scarcity, interference management, physical layer security, and energy efficiency etc.
The blind localization is regarded as a classical problem in the field of estimation
theory and has received considerable attention in the research community. This mature
problem has gone unnoticed in the context of CR, and has been investigated extensively
in the literature. However, most of the existing framework evaluate the performance
of various blind estimators only numerically and little theoretical work is presented.
Additionally, there are some drawbacks with the existing analytical framework e.g.,
the performance of well adopted blind estimator – WCL, has not been completely
characterized. These aforementioned limitations influenced this research to further
explore novel contributions with respect to the state-of-the-art literature, with the
following goals in mind:
• Improved performance – it is often desirable to understand the fundamental lim-
its of localization accuracy for cooperative location-aware networks. In the quest
for better location estimators in terms of the performance, part of this research
focuses on understanding the limitations of existing localization techniques nu-
merically, opening avenues to develop solutions with improved performance.
• Statistical description of WCL – the goal is to provide a complete statistical
characterization of the localization error and to put forth a novel analytical
framework approach that is less computation cumbersome.
• Most of the existing theoretical frameworks require the use of the central limit
theorem. On the contrary we aim to propose a novel analytical framework that
overcomes such limitations providing a direct, easy-to-use, closed-form expres-
sions.
• Bias analysis of WCL – to the best of our knowledge, the theoretical analysis of
the bias of the localization error in WCL estimation has not been investigated
before.
The main contributions of this research work are captured in the formulated research
questions outlined in the following section.
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1.6 Research Questions and Contributions
Research Question 1 (RQ1): How robust existing techniques
are under changing channel conditions, and can new or im-
proved techniques for a single target/radio be proposed?
In this research question, we will investigate the impact of wireless channel variations
on the existing blind localization techniques. i.e., we explore a broad range of existing
practical localization techniques. In particular, through a Monte-Carlo case study
analysis, we will investigate the performance of such techniques under varying channel
conditions. Understanding the current state-of-the-art localization methods is a very
crucial step since it provides a platform to propose novel and better solutions. We
also put forth new localization techniques that aim to improve the performance of
existing algorithms. The main focus will be to develop a practical scheme that will
exploit the position related measurements and estimate the unknown locations of a
single PU within the CR network. Additionally, we will investigate how important
channel parameters such as path-loss exponent can be estimated prior to localization.
The expected deliverables for this research question include
• Numerical performance analysis of the existing practical localization algorithms.
• Joint distributed fingerprinting and centroid localization technique to improve
the performance.
• Geometrically constrained clustering techniques to improve the localization ac-
curacy.
Research Contributions
The technical contributions related to RQ1 resulted in the following published confer-
ence papers.
1. K. Magowe and S. Kandeepan, “Cooperative blind localization of primary user
in a cognitive radio environment,” in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. on Sig. Proc. and
Comm. Sys. (ICSPCS), Gold Coast, AUSTRALIA, December 2014
In this contribution, we investigate the localization performance when combining
the database technique and the centroid localization techniques. We adopt a
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two-stage localization strategy. In the first stage, a mean-square error method is
used to find a close match between the actual received power and the database
power and subsequently the PU estimates. Centroid localization (CL) and WCL
techniques are then adopted in the second-stage as fusion strategies to give an
estimate of the PU. We also analyze the RMSE of the CL and WCL techniques.
We further compare our results with the direct centroid localization techniques
without involving the database.
2. K. Magowe, S. Kandeepan, A. Giorgetti, and X. Yu, “Constrained cluster based
blind localization of primary user for cognitive radio networks,” in Proc. IEEE
Int. Symp. on Personal, Indoor, and Mobile Radio Comm. (PIMRC), Hong
Kong, CHINA, September 2015
In this work, we investigate the localization performance of centroid techniques
by imposing constraints to the selection of the SU nodes, termed as SU cluster, to
PU location. In particular, we impose a minimum distance constraint between
any two SU nodes and group the qualifying nodes into a cluster. Only the
SU nodes from the constrained cluster can take part in localizing the PU. We
simulate the proposed method for a shadow fading wireless environment and
compare the results with the centroid and the weighted centroid based blind
localization methods. Our results show that the mean squared error in the
estimation of the position of the PU is significantly improved for the proposed
method compared to the conventional centroid approaches especially when the
true PU location is away from the center of the region.
Research Question 2 (RQ2): How do the existing theoreti-
cal framework quantify the performance of blind localization
techniques, and can an improved novel analytical framework
be proposed?
Under this research question, we will investigate a widely adopted attractive low-
complexity solution for blind localization called weighted centroid localization and in
particular, analyze the existing theoretical framework of WCL. We then propose a
new analytical framework to accurately and statistically characterize the performance
of WCL.
The expected deliverables for this research question include
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• A new analytical framework to calculate the accurate performance of WCL in
the presence of independent and identically distributed as well as correlated
log-normal shadowing.
• New simple coarse estimator which provides fairly good performance estimation
in weakly shadowed scenarios.
Research Contributions
The technical contributions related to RQ2 resulted in the following published confer-
ence papers.
1. A. Giorgetti, K. Magowe, and S. Kandeepan, “Exact analysis of weighted cen-
troid localization,”in Proc. European Sig. Pro. Conf. (EUSIPCO), vol. 24,
Budapest, HUNGARY, August 2016
This work proposes a new analytical framework to accurately calculate the per-
formance WCL based on the statistical distribution of the ratio of two quadratic
forms in normal variables. In particular, we derive a nearly-exact expression for
the RMSE of the two-dimensional location estimate. The proposed framework
accounts for the presence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) shad-
owing as well as correlated shadowing with distance-dependent intensity. The
methodology is general enough to include the analysis of the one-dimensional
error, which leads also to the evaluation of the bias of the position estimate.
Numerical results confirm that the derived framework is able to predict the per-
formance of WCL capturing all the essential aspects of propagation as well as
cognitive radio network spatial topology.
2. K. Magowe, A. Giorgetti, S. Kandeepan, and X. Yu, “Statistical distribution of
position error in weighted centroid localization,” 2016, IEEE Int. Conf. Com-
mun. (ICC), Paris, FRANCE, May 2017
In this work, we propose a new analytical framework to accurately calculate
the performance of WCL based on the statistical distribution of the ratio of two
quadratic forms in normal variables. In particular, we derive an exact expression
for the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the two-dimensional location
estimation in the presence of i.i.d. as well as correlated shadowing. Numerical
results confirm that the analytical framework is able to predict the performance
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of WCL capturing all the essential aspects of propagation as well as cognitive
radio network spatial topology.
3. K. Magowe, A. Giorgetti, S. Kandeepan, and X. Yu, “Accurate analysis of
weighted centroid localization,” 2017, IEEE Trans. Wireless Commun., Sub-
mitted
In particular, we derive a nearly-exact expression for the RMSE and an exact
expression for the CDF of the two-dimensional location estimate. The exact ex-
pressions are based on the statistical distribution of the ratio of quadratic forms
in normal variables and applies for arbitrary covariance matrices, accommodat-
ing also distance-dependent shadowing intensity. We also propose a coarse but
very simple RMSE formula that considers only the mean received signal strength
which provides fairly good performance estimation in weakly shadowed scenarios.
Research Question 3 (RQ3): Is weighted centroid localization
performance dominated by the bias? Do we have a methodol-
ogy to precisely calculate it? Can it be reduced and so perfor-
mance improved?
In this research question, we investigate how the bias can be quantified for the weighted
centroid localization technique. In conjuction with contributions related to RQ1 and
the theoretical framework of RQ2, we present a performance analysis of the bias of
WCL and further propose a bias correction algorithm to improve the localization
performance.
The expected deliverables for this research question include
• Performance analysis of the bias using theoretical framework of RQ2.
• Development of a new algorithm for bias correction in centroid based localization.
• Using the framework of RQ1 and RQ2, we provide the analysis of the RMSE of
the WCL estimate when incorporating node selection.
Research Contributions
1. K. Magowe, A. Giorgetti, S. Kandeepan, and X. Yu, “Bias analysis in weighted
centroid localization,” 2017, in Preparation
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In this work, we propose a new analytical framework to evaluate the bias of the
WCL estimator in the presence of i.i.d. log-normal shadowing and also provide
solutions for bias correction. Such investigation unfolded some peculiarities of
WCL which were not known in the literature. We provide an expression for
the bias of the localization error based on the fractional moment of the one-
dimensional location estimate. Based on this, we prove that WCL estimation is
bias dominated. We also propose a simple bias estimator for the case when the
PU is located at the center.
1.7 Thesis Organization
The remaining portion of this thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 provides background information on cognitive radio and localization,
and we also review the current state of the art related to the thesis topic. This
chapter also introduces some of the important concepts, useful mathematical tools
and approaches employed in subsequent technical chapters.
In Chapter 3 we present a technical contribution related to research question 1.
Firstly, we investigate the localization performance when combining the fingerprinting
(database) technique and the centroid localization techniques. Secondly, we investigate
the localization performance of centroid techniques by imposing constraints to the
selection of the SU nodes, termed as SU cluster, to estimate the PU location. In
both contributions, we evaluate performance only numerically, in terms of the root
mean squared error (RMSE), under varying environment conditions, i.e., factors such
as node placement, node density, shadowing variance and node spacing.
Chapter 4 presents a technical contribution related to research question 2. In this
work, we put forth a new analytical framework to calculate the nearly-exact perfor-
mance of WCL in the presence of i.i.d. as well as correlated log-normal shadowing,
based on results of the ratio of two quadratic forms in normal random variables (r.v.).
The performance is evaluated in terms of RMSE.
In Chapter 5 we present another technical contribution related to research question
2. Under this contribution, we propose a new analytical framework to accurately
calculate the performance of WCL based on the statistical distribution of the ratio of
two quadratic forms in normal r.vs. In particular, we derive an exact expression for
the cumulative distribution function of the two-dimensional location estimation in the
presence of i.i.d. as well as correlated shadowing.
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Chapter 6 presents a technical contribution related to research question 3. In this
chapter, we evaluate the bias of WCL estimation using theoretical framework presented
in Chapter 4. We also develop a new algorithm for bias correction in centroid based
localization. We further present an analysis of the RMSE of the WCL estimate when
incorporating node selection prior to localization.
In Chapter 7 we present the conclusions gained from this research and possible
future work.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Introduction
Wireless radio technology is an essential part of human life in many parts of planet
earth and beyond, with virtually every wireless device depending on the already scarce
radio spectrum. The radio spectrum is a finite natural resource which is traditionally
managed by radio regulatory agencies and is allocated on a fixed spectrum assignment
policy [2]. This allocation policy exacerbates the spectrum scarcity problem. As such,
the wireless communication area has seen the introduction of new paradigms that
aim to combat the issue of radio spectrum scarcity. Cognitive radio (CR) is one of
the emerging technologies that has been developed and studied over the past decade
to enable efficient utilization of the spectrum resources [4, 5]. Since its inception,
CR framework has received much attention in literature and has been used to tackle
different problems in the area of wireless communications. In the CR framework, the
secondary user (SU) network can opportunistically use the primary user (PU) radio
spectrum as long as it does not interfere with the incumbent user. In CR networks,
spectrum sensing is a key enabler in identifying spectrum holes and monitoring of the
PU activity so as to avoid any potential harmful interference [45].
However, it should be noted that sensing functionality includes any kind of tech-
nique that allows the CRs to gather useful radio environment information and enhance
the functionality of the network. Therefore, geo-location of PU is one such spectrum
awareness technique that not only plays an important role in preventing harmful in-
terference to the incumbent spectrum users, but allows for better spectrum resource
allocations in the spatial domain [1, 9, 28–32]. Additionally, this geo-location is funda-
mental to a number of emerging wireless applications e.g., vehicular wireless network-
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ing technology for localizing vehicles by means of radio localization, environmental
monitoring and emergency services [5].
The context of PU localization has been addressed by taking into consideration
different scenarios, e.g., single PU localization and/or joint channel parameters esti-
mation [24, 35, 46–54], hybrid PU localization [55, 56] and multiple PU localization
[57–64]. Bearing in mind the challenges posed by the uncooperative nature of the PU,
weighted centroid localization (WCL) represents an attractive low complexity solution
which can rely only on, e.g., received signal strength (RSS) measurements and has been
widely adopted for localization in CR networks [8, 46, 65–81]. Though the localization
performance of WCL is usually poor compared to ranged based techniques [36, 82, 83]
or statistical estimation techniques [5, 84], it does not only represent an attractive low
complexity solution, but is also more robust to changes in channel conditions.
The next section provides an introduction to localization and the role it plays in
the context of spectrum awareness in CR. It is worth noting that localization and
positioning have different meanings, though often used interchangeably. Positioning
usually refers to the determination of physical position of an object with respect to
a particular coordinate system. Localization, on the other hand, may refer to the
determination of a logical or symbolic location of the object which may not necessarily
be related to its physical position [5]. Throughout this thesis we will use the terms
localization and positioning interchangeably.
2.2 Localization Classification
Localization relies on measurements obtained from the source to be localized and the
amount of information that the localizing nodes have access to. This information
dictates the type of techniques to employ in order to achieve the localization task.
Based on this, the localization process can be classified into three categories as depicted
in Fig. 2.1.
• No Knowledge: This is the case where no prior information about the target is
available. Due to lack of direct ranging, localization can be derived by adopting
range-free algorithms. This usually leads to simple localization procedure which
does not require specific hardware.
• Partial Knowledge: In this case, partial information related to the target is
known e.g., only transmit power may be assumed to be known. The complexity
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Localization
of Radios
Blind
[24, 46, 59,
62, 71, 72]
Partial
Knowledge
[47–49, 51,
53, 57, 63]
Full Knowledge
[5, 36, 82, 83]
Fig. 2.1 Localization Classification.
of the localization procedure depends on the type of algorithms used e.g., semi
range-based schemes.
• Full Knowledge: In this case, complete information about the target is available.
Localization procedure can be obtained through range-based algorithms. How-
ever, the complexity is generally high and specific costly hardware is required.
2.2.1 Ranging Techniques
Signal-Based
Measurements
Angle Distance
Angle-of-
Arrival
[55, 56, 59, 64]
Received Signal Strength
[24, 35, 46–51, 55–
57, 62, 63, 71, 72, 74, 79]
Time Delay
[53, 54, 61]
Fig. 2.2 Ranging Measurements.
Ranging is one of the steps towards localization of a node in a network. Ranging
methods have notable impact on localization accuracy, system complexity and cost.
This section presents a summary of commonly used ranging techniques depicted in
Fig. 2.2. The discussion about these ranging methods is presented in Section 2.3.
However, we will like to point out that the received signal strength measurements will
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mostly be adopted in our work due to the fact that they are readily available in most
of the wireless devices.
2.2.2 Localization Approaches
In this section, we briefly discuss the two categories of localization approaches and
some of the most widely used algorithms depicted in Fig. 2.3. These localization
schemes exploit the so called “signal-based” related measurements depicted in Fig. 2.2
to perform the required estimation. A detailed discussion of the localization algorithms
intended for wireless sensor networks is presented in [82, 83]. However, it is worth
noting that these algorithms are directly applicable to any localization problem.
Localization
Approaches
Range-
Based Range-Free
Geometric Statistical Area/Hops Neighbour
Lateration
[5, 36,
82, 83]
Fingerprinting &
Clustering
[24, 34, 35, 72, 74]
MLE/LSE
[47–51]
APIT,
DV-H [82]
CL,WCL
[46, 66,
71, 72, 79]
Fig. 2.3 Localization Approaches.
2.3 Localization Algorithms
Localization in essence relies on measurements and the amount of information avail-
able. Ranging is a first step towards localizing a node, and the amount of information
available pertaining to the unknown source node dictates the type of techniques to
employ. As such, localization algorithms are generally classified as range based and
range free techniques. Ranged based techniques exploit the distance measurements e.g.,
RSS, time of arrival (TOA), time delay of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrivals (AOA)
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Fig. 2.4 Geometrical representation of the noise free TOA positioning system using trilat-
eration. The values of each TOA localizes the source Tx on circle, thus the location of the
source is given by the intersection of the Rx1, Rx2 and Rx3 circles.
and fingerprinting to estimate the location of the unknown target [24, 53, 54, 61, 71].
The TOA method uses the transit time between transmitter and receiver directly to
find distance, whereas the TDOA method calculates location from the differences of
the arrival times measured on pairs of transmission paths between the target and fixed
terminals [85]. A single noiseless TDOA measurement localizes the emitter on a hy-
perbola with the two receivers as foci as depicted in Fig. 2.5. The RSS method relates
distance to signal strength (voltage) measured by a receiver’s RSS indicator circuit
and is often equivalently reported as measured power i.e., the squared magnitude of
the signal strength [21]. AOA method allows each receiver to evaluate the relative
angles between the received radio signals.
The drawback of most of the range based techniques is that generally they require
some knowledge about the transmitter and/or high computational cost and power
consumption [71]. For example, TOA is highly accurate, however, it requires high
processing capability and synchronization. TDOA though not requiring synchroniza-
tion with the transmitter, is also a computationally expensive technique. AoA gen-
erally requires extensive signal processing and multiple antenna elements, which can
contribute to receiver device cost and size. On the other hand, RSS based techniques
are attractive because they require no additional hardware, and are unlikely to sig-
nificantly impact local power consumption, receiver size and thus cost [83]. Noting
that in the context of CR, there is limited information about the unknown PU, range
free techniques provide a cost-effective alternative to range based approaches due to
not only their robustness, but they also represent an attractive solution with lower
computational and hardware costs. Some of the commonly used range free schemes
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include approximate point in triangulation (APIT), distance vector (DV) hop, cen-
troid techniques and other forms of centroid based approaches [86, 87]. In the context
of CR, WCL represents an attractive low complexity solution which can rely only on,
e.g., RSS measurements.
The WCL technique has been investigated in several papers assuming the SUs have
limited information about the PU [8, 46, 65–77]. The original coarse-grained centroid
localization algorithm used to estimate the position of a transmitter using only the
coordinates of the receiving devices in an outdoor environment was studied in [8]. An
approximate indoor localization with a low complexity weighted centroid approach
combined with signal strength measurements was analyzed in [65]. In [66], WCL al-
gorithm in outdoor sensor networks was proposed, where the link quality indicator
has been used as weight. The work in [67] extends the result presented in [66] and
considered WCL algorithm with normalized values of the link quality indicator. Rel-
ative span weighted localization and relative span exponential weighted localization
(REWL) mechanisms, which assign linear weights and exponential weights, respec-
tively, were introduced in [68]. In [69], the authors adopted WCL in conjunction
with the estimation of the path-loss exponent. The work in [70] characterized the
indoor propagation channel, and further analyzed the accuracy of WCL and REWL
algorithms. Several work adopted WCL under different network scenarios includ-
ing distributed implementation, node selection, geometric constraints and clustering
[46, 71–75].
Fig. 2.5 Intersecting hyperbolas from three receivers.
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2.4 Mathematical Background for Localization
Techniques
This section introduces some important mathematical results and concepts that will
be applied in subsequent chapters of the thesis. In particular, we provide a mathemat-
ical background on the following: linear algebra basics, distributions and transform
methods, ratio of quadratic form, and distribution of the sum of random variables.
Such mathematical tools will be adopted in our analysis to quantify the location of
position error in terms of e.g., the root mean square error, bias, and the cumulative
distribution function.
2.4.1 Matrix Background Necessary for Localization Tech-
niques
The localization algorithms presented in this thesis rely on position related signal mea-
surements collected at different receivers with known locations. It is usually appealing
to represent the information in matrix form, especially when dealing with large data
sets. In addition, such representation will be very useful in our theoretical analysis in
the subsequent chapters. This section presents some important matrix basics.
Matrix Given an n×m matrix
A =

a11 a12 a13 . . . a1m
a21 a22 a23 . . . a2m
... ... ... . . . ...
an1 an2 an3 . . . anm

If n = m, A is known as a square matrix. A symmetric matrix is a square matrix
in which AT = A holds i.e., aij = aji for i, j = 1, . . . , n. If A is not symmetric,
it can be symmetrized as follows; A = 12(A+AT).
Eigen Decomposition is the factorization of a matrix into a standard form. Let A
be a square matrix, then it can be factorized as
A = QΛQ−1 (2.1)
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where Q is a square matrix of eigenvectors of A, Λ is a diagonal matrix with
eigenvalues of A. Additionally, if A is a real symmetric matrix, the eigenvalues
in Λ are real and there exists an orthogonal matrix Q such that Q−1 = QT.
Furthermore, if A is nonsingular then A−1 = QΛ−1Q−1.
Quadratic form Let A be a square symmetric matrix and let G be an n× 1 vector.
A quadratic form in Rn associated with matrix A is a function QA(G) : Rn → R
that can be computed as
QA(G) = GTAG =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
aijGiGj. (2.2)
It is also worth mentioning some of the useful facts regarding the symmetric
matrix A. We say that A is positive definite if the scalar QA(G) > 0 , ∀G ∈ Rn ,
G ̸= 0 (i.e., all eigenvalues are strictly positive). A is positive semidefinite if the
scalar QA(G) ≥ 0 , ∀G ∈ Rn , G ̸= 0 (i.e., all eigenvalues are nonnegative). A is
negative definite if the scalar QA(G) < 0 , ∀G ∈ Rn , G ̸= 0 (i.e., all eigenvalues
are strictly negative). A is negative semidefinite if the scalar QA(G) ≤ 0 ,
∀G ∈ Rn , G ̸= 0 (i.e., all eigenvalues are nonpositive). A matrix A in which
neither of the four definiteness are satisfied is called indefinite.
2.4.2 Distributions and Transform Methods
In this thesis, we will apply important continuous random variables (r.v.) and their
distributions in our analytical framework. In this section we present distributions of
such random variables and further discuss different types of transform methods that
can be applied to probability distributions. Most of these mathematical definitions
are discussed in [88, 89].
Normal (or Gaussian) distribution A real r.v. X having a one-dimensional prob-
ability distribution function (PDF)
fX(x) =
1√
2πσ2
exp
(
−(x− µ)
2
2σ2
)
(2.3)
is called a normal or Gaussian r.v. with mean µ and variance σ2. This distribu-
tion is also often denoted by X ∼ N (µ, σ2). The special case when µ = 1 and
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σ = 1, known as the standard normal distribution, is described by the PDF
φ(x) = 1√
2π
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
. (2.4)
A generalization of the normal distribution to higher dimensions, known as mul-
tivariate normal (or Gaussian) distribution is defined analogous to the univariate
case and is denoted X ∼ N (µ,Σ), where X is a column random vector, µ is the
mean vector and Σ is the covariance matrix.
Chi-squared distribution Let Xi 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be n i.i.d r.v.s with the standard
normal distributions N (0, 1). Then the sum of their squares
Y =
n∑
i=1
X2i (2.5)
is distributed according to a chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom,
usually denoted as Y ∼ χ2(n). The PDF of the χ2 distribution is given by
fY (y) =
1
2n/2Γ(n/2)y
n/2−1e−y/2, 0 ≤ y <∞ (2.6)
where Γ(z) =
∫∞
0 t
z−1e−tdt is a gamma function.
Noncentral chi-squared distribution Suppose that Xi 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a sequence
of n statistically independent r.v.s with normal distributions N (µi, σ2). Then
the sum of their squares
Y =
n∑
i=1
X2i (2.7)
is distributed according to a noncentral chi-square distribution with n degrees of
freedom, and noncentral parameter λ = ∑ni=1 µ2i , usually denoted as Y ∼ χ2(λ).
The PDF of the noncentral χ2 distribution is given by
fY (y) =
1
2σ2
(
y
λ
)(n−2)/4
e−(λ+y)/2σ
2
In/2−1
(√
yλ
σ2
)
, 0 ≤ y <∞ (2.8)
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where Iα(z) =
∑∞
k=0 (z/2)α+2k/(k!Γ(α + k + 1)) is the αth-order modified Bessel
function of the first kind.
Moment generating function (MGF) Suppose thatX is a continuous real-valued
r.v. with PDF fX(x), its MGF is defined by
MX(t) = E[etX ] =
∫ ∞
−∞
etxfX(x)dx t ∈ R, (2.9)
Note thatMX(t) may not exist. In general,MX(t) will exist only for those values
of t for which the integral of (2.9) converges absolutely i.e.,
∫∞
−∞ |etxfX(x)dx| <
∞ [90]. Similarly, we can define the joint MGF of a random vector X having
the joint PDF fX(x).
Characteristic function (CF) Suppose that X has a continuous distribution on R
with PDF fX(x), then the CF of X is defined by
ϕX(t) = E[eitX ] =
∫ ∞
−∞
eitxfX(x)dx t ∈ R , i =
√−1. (2.10)
Note that unlike the MGF, the CF ϕX(t) always exists.
Linear transform of normal random variable Suppose X ∼ N (µx,Σx) and
Y = AX+B, where B ∼ N (0,Σb), then Y ∼ N (Aµx,AΣxAT +Σb).
2.4.3 Moments of ratio of quadratic forms in Normal random
variable
Many statistical estimators can be written as ratios of quadratic forms. The blind
estimator investigated in this thesis will be formulated in terms of the ratio of quadratic
forms. The formulation will then allow for the derivation of the nearly-exact expression
of the root mean square error of the location estimation. This section discusses the
moments of the ratio of quadratic forms in normal r.v.s. We present the integral
expression of
µpq , E
[
(XTAX)p
(XTBX)q
]
(2.11)
when X ∼ N (µ, I) i.e., the elements of the random vector X are i.i.d., where p and
q are nonnegative real numbers, A is an n× n symmetric matrix, and B is an n× n
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positive semidefinite matrix.1 Firstly, we state the main result on the exact moments
of ratio of quadratic forms in normal variables [91–94].
Theorem 1 (Magnus [92]). Let X be a normally distributed n×1 random vector with
mean µ and positive definite covariance matrix Σ = LLT. Let A be a symmetric n×n
matrix and B a positive semidefinite n × n matrix, B ̸= 0. Let P be an orthogonal
n× n matrix and Λ a diagonal n× n matrix such that
PTLTBLP = Λ , PPT = In
and define
PTLTA∗LP = Λ , µ∗ = PTL−1µ
Then, if the expectation exists, for r = 1, 2, . . .
E
[(
XTAX
XTBX
)r]
= exp (−(1/2)µ
TΣ−1µ)
Γ(r)
∑
v
γr(v)
∫ ∞
0
tr−1 det (∆) exp
(
ξTξ
2
)
×
r∏
j=1
(Tr(Rj) + jξTRjξ)ηjdt (2.12)
where the summation is over all 1 × r vectors v = (η1, η2, . . . , ηr) where the elements
ηj are nonnegative integers satisfying
∑r
j=1 jηj = r,
γr(v) = r!2r
r∏
j=1
[ηj(2j)ηj]−1
and ∆ is a diagonal positive definite n × n matrix, R is a symmetric n × n matrix
and ξ is an n× 1 vector given by
∆ = (I+ 2tΛ)−1/2, R =∆A∗∆, ξ =∆µ∗.
Note that the validity of Theorem 1 is conditioned on the existence of the moments
in (2.12). This condition is established below.
1Through some transformations, the i.i.d. results can easily be adapted to deal with the general
case of X ∼ N (µ,Σ).
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Theorem 2 (Magnus [92]). Let X be a normally distributed n×1 random vector with
mean µ and positive definite covariance matrix Σ = LLT. Let A be a symmetric n×n
matrix and B a positive semidefinite n× n matrix of rank k ≥ 1. If k ≤ n− 1, let Q
be an n× (n− k) matrix of full column rank n− k such that LTBLQ = 0.
1. If k ≤ n − 1 and LTALQ = 0, or if k = n then E
[(
XTAX/XTBX
)r]
exists
for all r ≥ 0
2. If k ≤ n − 1, QTLTALQ = 0 and LTALQ ̸= 0, then E
[(
XTAX/XTBX
)r]
exists for all 0 ≤ r ≤ k and does not exist for r ≥ k, and
3. If k ≤ n − 1 and QTLTALQ ̸= 0, then E
[(
XTAX/XTBX
)r]
exists for all
0 ≤ r ≤ k/2 and does not exist for r ≥ k/2.
Note that [91–93] provide the integration approach to compute µpq for p = q, when
p is an integer. When p is not an integer and for nonnegative real q, the integral
form for µpq involving double integrals is discussed in [95, 96]. A simpler expression
involving only a single integral when p is an integer as well as for arbitrary nonnegative
p provided below.
Proposition 1 (Bao and Kan [94]). Suppose µpq exists. When p is an integer
µpq =
1
Γ(q)
∫ ∞
0
tq−1φ(0,−t)E[(WTRW)p]dt, (2.13)
where
φ(0,−t) = [det(In + 2tB)]−1/2 × exp
(1
2
(
µT(In + 2tB)−1µ− µTµ
))
is the joint MGF of the ratio terms, R = LTAL, W ∼ N (µ˜, In) with µ˜ = LTµ, and
L is an n× n matrix such that LLT = (I+ 2tB)−1.
When p is not an integer, we have
µpq =
1
Γ(⌈p⌉ − p)Γ(q)
∫ ∞
0
s⌈p⌉−p−1tq−1φ(−s,−t)E[(WTRW)⌈p⌉]dsdt, (2.14)
but L is now defined as an n× n matrix such that LLT = (I+ 2sB+ 2tB)−1.
When p is small e.g., p = 1, we obtain a simple explicit expression of the expectation
term E[(WTRW)p] = Tr(R) + µ˜TRµ˜.
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Alternatively, a Laplace approximation of the moments of a ratio of quadratic
forms is presented [97]
Theorem 3 (Lieberman [97]). Let X be a normally distributed n × 1 random vector
with density function f(x). Let matrices F and G be nonstochastic n×n, F symmetric
and G positive definite. Assuming that E[(XTFX)k] and E[(XTGX)k] exist, k ≥ 1.
The Laplace approximation for the k-th moment of E[(XTFX/XTGX)k] about the
origin is
E
(XTFX
XTGX
)k ∼= E[(XTFX)k]E[(XTGX)k] (2.15)
Under the normality assumption, the approximation is even more appealing.
Specifically, if X ∼ N (µ,Σ), we can write the Laplace approximations for the mean
and second raw moment explicitly as
E
[(
XTFX
XTGX
)]
∼= µ
TFµ+ tr(ΣF)
µTGµ+ tr(ΣG) (2.16)
and
E
(XTFX
XTGX
)2 ∼= (µTFµ+ tr(ΣF))2 + 2(tr(ΣF)2 + 2µTFΣFµ)(µTGµ+ tr(ΣG))2 (2.17)
respectively.
2.4.4 Distribution of ratio of quadratic forms in normal vari-
ables
Sometimes the expressions of exact moments of estimators presented in the previous
section may be very complicated or may not exist. In such cases, studying distributions
of such estimators can provide an alternative performance criterion. In the subsequent
chapter of this thesis, we evaluate the performance of the weighted centroid estimator,
formulated as the ratio of quadratic forms, in terms of the cumulative distribution
function. This section discusses the techniques of evaluating the exact distributions of
ratios of quadratic forms in normal variates summarized in [93]. We begin by defining
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the ratio of quadratic forms as
Q = X
TAX
XTBX (2.18)
where X is an n× 1 random vector with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ, and both
A and B are n × n nonstochastic matrices. The distribution function of Q can be
derived as follows [93]
F(q0) = Pr[Q ≤ q0] = Pr[XTAX ≤ q0XTBX] = · · · = Pr
[
N∑
i=1
λiz
2
i ≤ 0
]
(2.19)
where z2i ∼ χ2(µ2zi) is a noncentral chi-squared distributed r.v. with one degree of
freedom and noncentral parameter µ2zi, λi is an eigenvalue of some transformed in-
definite matrix.2 A numerical integration representation of (2.19) was presented by
Imhof [98], which is based on the Gil-Pelaez [99] inversion formula for the indefinite
quadratic form
F(q0) =
1
2 −
1
π
∫ ∞
0
t−1ℑ{ϕ(t)}dt (2.20)
where ℑ{·} represents the imaginary part and
ϕ(t) =
 n∏
j=1
(1− 2itλj)−1/2
 exp
i n∑
j=1
µ2zjλjt
1− 2itλj

is the CF of ZTΛZ. Alternatively, it has been shown in [98] that (2.20) can be written
as
F(q0) =
1
2 −
1
π
∫ ∞
0
sin θ(v)
vρ(v) dv (2.21)
where
2Note that in (2.19), the distribution of the ratio of quadratic forms reduces to the distribution
of an indefinite quadratic form.
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θ(v) = 12
n∑
j=1
rj tan−1(λjv) + µ2zjλjv(1 + λ2jv2)−1
ρ(v) =
 n∏
j=1
(1 + λ2jv2)rj/4
 exp
1
2
n∑
j=1
µ2zjλ
2
jv
2
1 + λ2jv2

and rj’s are the multiplicities of the nonzero distinct eigenvalues λj.
2.4.5 Density and distribution functions of sum of chi-square
random variables
The method of sum of chi-square random variables can be adopted to derive the
root mean square error of the two-dimensional location estimate [46]. This approach
requires density of the two-dimensional localization errors to be known and involves
the calculation of the error covariance matrix. Define Z = Y1 + Y2, where Y1 and
Y2 are independent noncentral chi-square distributed r.v.s with n1 and n2 degrees of
freedom, respectively. Then, if n1 = n2 = n, the PDF of Z becomes [100]
fZ(z) =
1
2σ21
(
σ1
σ2
)n ( z
a21
)(n−1)/2
exp
(
− z2σ21
)
exp
[
−12
(
a21
σ21
+ a
2
2
σ22
)]
×
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Γ(n/2 + j + k)
j!k!Γ(n/2 + k)
(√
za22σ
2
1
2a1σ42
)k (√
z(σ22 − σ21)
a1σ22
)j
In+j+k−1
(√
za1
σ21
)
, z ≥ 0
(2.22)
where a1, a2 and σ21, σ22 are the means and variances of Y1 and Y2, respectively, Γ(z)
and Iα(z) are Gamma function and α-th modified Bessel function of the first kind,
respectively.
The distribution function of Z is given by [100]
FZ(z) =
(
σ1
σ2
)n
exp
(
− a
2
2
2σ22
)
×
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Γ(n/2 + j + k)
j!k!Γ(n/2 + k)
(
a22σ
2
1
2σ22
)k ((σ22 − σ21)
σ22
)j
×
[
1−Qn+j+k−1
(
a1
σ1
,
√
z
σ1
)]
, z ≥ 0 (2.23)
where Qm(, ) is the m-th order Marcum Q-function. We remark that there is an
erratum in the distribution function (2.23) and the correction is as follows
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FZ(u) =
∫ u
0
fZ(z)dz
= 12σ21
(
σ1
σ2
)n ∫ u
0
(
z
a21
)(n−1)/2
exp
(
− z2σ21
)
exp
[
−12
(
a21
σ21
+ a
2
2
σ22
)]
×
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Γ(n/2 + j + k)
j!k!Γ(n/2 + k)
(√
za22σ
2
1
2a1σ42
)k (√
z(σ22 − σ21)
a1σ22
)j
In+j+k−1
(√
za1
σ21
)
dz
= 12σ21
(
σ1
σ2
)n 1
an−11
exp
[
−12
(
a21
σ21
+ a
2
2
σ22
)]
×
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Γ(n/2 + j + k)
j!k!Γ(n/2 + k)
×
(
a22σ
2
1
2a1σ42
)k ((σ22 − σ21)
a1σ22
)j ∫ u
0
z(n−1)/2 exp
(
− z2σ21
)
(
√
z)k+jIn+j+k−1
(√
za1
σ21
)
dz
= 12σ21
(
σ1
σ2
)n 1
an−11
exp
[
−12
(
a21
σ21
+ a
2
2
σ22
)]
×
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Γ(n/2 + j + k)
j!k!Γ(n/2 + k)
×
(
a22σ
2
1
2a1σ42
)k ((σ22 − σ21)
a1σ22
)j ∫ u
0
(
√
z)n+k+j−1 exp
(
− z2σ21
)
In+j+k−1
(√
za1
σ21
)
dz
= 12σ21
(
σ1
σ2
)n
exp
[
−12
(
a21
σ21
+ a
2
2
σ22
)]
×
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Γ(n/2 + j + k)
j!k!Γ(n/2 + k)
×
(
a22σ
2
1
2σ42
)k ((σ22 − σ21)
σ22
)j ∫ u
0
(√
z
a1
)n+k+j−1
exp
(
− z2σ21
)
In+j+k−1
(√
za1
σ21
)
dz
(2.24)
now using integration by substitution to evaluate the integral term in (2.24) i.e.,
letting y =
√
z, then z = y2, dz = 2ydy and the upper and lower limits of inte-
gration become z = u → y = √u and z = 0 → y = 0, respectively. Defining
I
∆=
∫ u
0
(√
z
a1
)n+k+j−1
exp
(
− z2σ21
)
In+j+k−1
(√
za1
σ21
)
dz, then
I =
∫ √u
0
(
y
a1
)n+k+j−1
exp
(
− y
2
2σ21
)
In+j+k−1
(
ya1
σ21
)
2ydy
= 2
∫ √u
0
( 1
a1
)n+k+j−1
yn+k+j exp
(
− y
2
2σ21
)
In+j+k−1
(
ya1
σ21
)
dy (2.25)
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applying integration by substitution again i.e., z = y/σ1, y = σ1z, dz = dy/σ1 and
the respective upper and lower limits of integration are y =
√
u → z = √u/σ1 and
y = 0→ z = 0. Then (2.25) becomes
I = 2
∫ √u/σ1
0
( 1
a1
)n+k+j−1
(zσ1)n+k+j exp
(
−z
2
2
)
In+j+k−1
(
za1
σ1
)
σ1dz
= 2σ
n+k+j+1
1
an+k+j−11
∫ √u/σ1
0
zn+k+j exp
(
−z
2
2
)
In+j+k−1
(
za1
σ1
)
dz (2.26)
Substituting (2.26) into (2.24) we obtained the corrected expression of the CDF
FZ(z) =
(
σ1
σ2
)n
exp
(
− a
2
2
2σ22
)
×
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Γ(n/2 + j + k)
j!k!Γ(n/2 + k)
(
a22σ
2
1
2σ42
)k ((σ22 − σ21)
σ22
)j
×
[
1−Qn+j+k
(
a1
σ1
,
√
u
σ1
)]
, z ≥ 0 (2.27)
where 1−Qn+j+k
(
a1
σ1
,
√
u
σ1
)
= σ
n+k+j−1
1
an+k+j−11
∫√u/σ1
0 z
n+k+j exp
(
− z22 + a
2
1
2σ21
)
In+j+k−1
(
za1
σ1
)
.
It should be noted that the expressions (2.23) and (2.27) differ by a factor of σ22 in
the denominator of the second term of the double summation.
2.4.6 Sherman-Morrison Formula
In our root mean square error analysis, we employ the Sherman-Morrison formula to
derive a simplified expression for the independent and identically distributed shadow-
ing which avoids matrix inversion. If the inverse of matrix D is already known, the
Sherman-Morrison formula provides a numerically cheap way to compute the inverse
of perturbed or corrected D. The Sherman-Morrison formula states that [101]
(
D+ uvT
)−1
= D
−1uvTD−1
1 + vTD−1u
where D is an invertible square matrix, u, v are column vectors, and uvT is the
perturbation matrix.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a background and related work on the localization prob-
lem including a clear classification of the different localization approaches. We also
presented an overview of different ranging techiques and localization algorithms. The
required mathematical techniques for analysis in the subsequent chapters were also
presented.
Chapter 3
Cooperative Localization
Algorithms using Weighted
Centroid Approach
In this chapter, we investigate the performance of blind localization techniques under
changing channel conditions. We put forth new localization techniques that aim to
improve the performance of existing algorithms. The main focus will be to develop
practical schemes that exploit the position related measurements and estimate the
unknown locations of a single primary user (PU) within the cognitive radio (CR)
network.
3.1 Introduction
Blind localization of PU is a geo-location spectrum awareness feature that can be very
useful in enhancing the functionality of CRs in terms of minimizing the interference to
the PU. However, the estimation of the PU position within the region is made difficult
because cooperation between the PU and the secondary user (SU) does not exist and
therefore the PU signal parameters remain unknown to the SU. The centroid-based
localization techniques have significantly been adopted as suitable candidates that do
not require knowledge of such parameters [46, 66, 71].
Though the localization performance of centroid based techniques is usually poor
compared to ranged based techniques, they are more robust to changes in channel
conditions. Generally, these range-free techniques have low computational complexity
and thus, are of practical interest. To further enhance the localization performance,
40
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estimation of the unknown radio environment and PU signal parameters has been
investigated in literature. The estimated unknown parameters that are usually of
interest include transmit power, path-loss exponent (PLE) and the location of the
PU [24, 48, 49, 83]. Additionally, joint localization schemes that utilizes more than
one position related measurements or localization approach have been investigated in
literature [55, 72]. To study the impact of geometry on localization, characterization
of an efficient estimator subjected to geometric constraints is presented in [102] . The
localization of PU with node selection strategy was considered in [71]. However, in
[71] the impact of geometry on localization was not considered.
In this chapter, we present two novel localization approaches. Firstly, we inves-
tigate the localization performance when combining the database technique and the
centroid localization techniques. Secondly, we investigate the localization performance
of centroid techniques by imposing constraints to the selection of the SU nodes, termed
as SU cluster, to estimate the PU location. In both contributions, we evaluate per-
formance only numerically, in terms of the root mean squared error (RMSE), under
varying environment conditions, i.e., factors such as node placement, node density,
shadowing variance and node spacing.
In Section 3.2 we present a generic system model that will be adopted in Sec-
tion 3.3 and Section 3.4. A joint distributed fingerprinting and centroid localization
technique is presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 discusses a geometrically constrained
cluster-based localization technique. Through numerical analysis, we quantify the per-
formance of the proposed techniques in different scenarios by varying the PU locations,
the path-loss exponent, the number of sensors and their location in Section 3.5. Sec-
tion 3.6 presents a summary of the chapter, highlighting original contribution and
novelty.
3.2 System Model
We consider a CR network depicted in Fig. 3.1 with N SUs at positions Li = [xi, yi]T,
with i = 1, ..., N , and a PU at position Lp = [xp, yp]T. The propagation environment is
characterized by a distance-dependent path-loss channel model and log-normal shad-
owing. Thus, the received signal strength (RSS) in dBm from the PU at the i-th SU
node is given by
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Fig. 3.1 Cognitive radio network scenario
Pi = PT − PL (∥Li − Lp∥2) + Si (3.1)
where PT is the transmit power in dBm, PL (d) is the path-loss (in dB) at a distance
d, and Si ∼ N (0, σ2s ) describes the random shadowing effect.
We begin by presenting the weighted centroid localization (WCL) algorithm used
to estimate the location of the PU in two dimensions [66]
L̂p =
∑N
i=1wiLi∑N
i=1wi
=
∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)Li∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)
(3.2)
where wi = (Pi−Pmin)/(Pmax−Pmin) is the weighting coefficient for the i-th SU node,
with Pmax the maximum received power among sensor nodes, and Pmin an arbitrary
reference power level which can be e.g., the minimum measurable received power by
the SU.1
1In general, Pmin has to be chosen such that Pi − Pmin is positive with very high probability.
In fact, a negative weight, wi, is equivalent to flip the i-th SU position from Li to −Li, degrading
estimation performance.
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Fig. 3.2 System block diagram of the two-stage localization technique.
3.3 Distributed Fingerprinting Cooperative Local-
ization
In this section we present a two-stage localization technique and investigate the perfor-
mance when combining the fingerprinting (database) method and the centroid localiza-
tion techniques. Fig. 3.2 depicts the system block diagram of the proposed two-stage
localization strategy. In the first stage, a mean square error (MSE) method is used
to find a close match between the actual received power and the database power and
subsequently the PU estimates. Centroid localization (CL) and WCL techniques are
then adopted in the second-stage as fusion strategies to give an estimate of the PU.
We also analyze the performance of our proposed schemes in terms of the RMSE.
Additionally, we compare our results with the direct centroid localization techniques
without involving the database. For the sake of clarity, we refer to centroid based
techniques of our proposed approach as database CL (DBCL) and database WCL
(DBWCL) and the latter using the conventional CL and WCL definitions.
The propagation environment is characterized by a power-law path-loss channel
model and log-normal shadowing, where the RSS at the i-th SU node is given by (3.1)
with the path-loss expressed as
PL(d) = PL(d0) + 10α log10
(
d
d0
)
(3.3)
where PL(d0) = 20 log10(4πd0f/c) is the free-space path-loss at a reference distance
d0 [103], f is the carrier frequency and c = 3 × 108 m/s is the speed of light. For
simplicity, we assume unity antenna gains. When considering the noise effect, the
RSS in (3.1) becomes
P noisyi = 10 log10
(√10Pi10 + Pn
)2 (3.4)
where Pn denotes the zero mean additive white Gaussian noise with noise power σ2n.2
2The noise power is not always significant in our scenarios depending on the area of the region.
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Note that (3.1) models both the SU-SU and PU-SU transmissions.
3.3.1 Cooperative Path Loss Exponent Estimation
The PLE is an propagation parameter that is usually unknown and environment
dependent. The PLE estimation is a well known problem in literature and the
approximation of such parameter prior to localization leads to improved perfor-
mance [24, 104, 105]. In this section, an estimation of PLE αˆ is obtained based
on the methodology presented in [104]. Specifically, we use (3.1) without shadowing
and (3.4) to obtain an expression for α between the transmitting i-th SU and the
receiving j-th SU as follows
αˆij =
PT − PL(d0)− P noisyij
10 log10(dij/d0)
(3.5)
where in this case PT is the transmit power in the SU network. Note that since we
consider a two-way communication amongst SUs, there will be N(N − 1) estimated
αˆij’s. An estimate αˆ for the entire SU network is simply obtained by averaging
αˆ = 1
N(N − 1)
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
j ̸=i
αˆij (3.6)
3.3.2 Two-stage Localization Process
In this section we present a two-stage localization strategy employed to estimate the
position of the PU.
First stage – Database and RSS matching: A database is basically a radio map of
mean RSS between the i-th SU and all possible grid positions of the PU. Therefore,
given N SUs, we will construct N of such databases independently. Additionally,
the estimated PLE obtained in Section 3.3.1 is utilized during the database creation
process. Specifically, we partition a square area S into Z grid positions with equal
spacing δm. Based on this grid model, we generate a fingerprint of RSSs from every
grid position in the region to every SU for various transmit power levels of αˆ. In
particular, the database construction entails the following. We define the distance
liz between the i-th SU and the z-th grid position , with z = 1, 2, ..., Z. Fig. 3.3
We are mainly interested in the shadowing effect in the localization performance rather than the
noise effect.
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Fig. 3.3 The database comprising mean RSS.
depicts the populated database with its elements defined by the computed mean RSS
P (z, p, i), assuming a range of transmit power levels PTp with p = 1, 2, ..., P . Note
that when creating the database, we do not consider the random shadowing effect but
only the mean received power for a given α. Thus, the mean RSS is defined as
P (z, p, i) = PTp − PL(d0)− 10αˆ log10
(
lip
d0
)
(3.7)
Once the actual RSS P noisyi at the i-th SU is received during the on-line phase, a
database entry that closely matches P noisyi is obtained using the MSE approach
Pˆ (z, p, i) = (P noisyi − P (z, p, i))2. (3.8)
At this stage we will obtain (xip, yip), i = 1, . . . , N estimates.
Second Stage – Centroid Localization: Noting that the distributed estimation
approach adopted in the first stage will result in N two-dimensional location estimates
of the PU, this necessitates a fusion strategy to give a single PU location estimate.
We adopt two commonly used fusion techniques. The first technique is the CL which
simply averages the coordinates of the N estimates obtained in the first stage. The
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CL technique estimates the location of the PU using (3.2)
(xˆp, yˆp) =
(∑N
i=1 x
i
p
N
,
∑N
i=1 y
i
p
N
)
(3.9)
where now wi = 1 , i = 1, . . . , N . The second approach adopts the WCL defined in
(3.2) to obtain the two-dimensional location estimate
(xˆp, yˆp) =
(∑N
i=1wi · xip∑N
i=1wi
,
∑N
i=1wi · yip∑N
i=1wi
)
. (3.10)
3.4 Geometric Clustering Based Localization
This section investigates the localization performance of centroid-based localization
techniques when imposing constraints to the selection of the SU nodes, termed as SU
cluster, to estimate the PU location. In particular, we impose a minimum distance
constraint between any two SU nodes and group the qualifying nodes into a cluster.
Only the SU nodes from the constrained cluster can take part in localizing the PU.
We simulate the proposed method for a shadow fading wireless environment and com-
pare the results with the centroid and the weighted centroid based blind localization
methods. Our results show that the mean squared error in the estimation of the po-
sition of the PU is significantly improved for the proposed method compared to the
two standard centroid localization techniques especially when the true PU location is
away from the center of the region.
We consider the system model presented in Section 3.2, with the propagation
environment characterized by a power-law path-loss channel model and log-normal
shadowing, where the RSS at the i-th SU node is given by (3.1). Similarly, the path-
loss and noisy RSS are expressed as (3.3) and (3.4), respectively.
3.4.1 Cluster Based Node Selection
In this section we present the centroid-based localization techniques and the node se-
lection algorithm. We refer to the CL and WCL techniques adopted in the proposed
method as cluster based CL (CBCL) and cluster based WCL (CBWCL) techniques,
respectively. The constrained cluster is also adopted in the least squares (LS) local-
ization approach. We refer to this approach as cluster based LS (CBLS).
The CBCL technique estimates the location of the PU by simply averaging the
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Fig. 3.4 Poor and good node selection: green triangle is the true PU location, black
triangle is the estimated PU location, red nodes are the selected nodes taking part in
the localization process.
coordinates of the SU nodes as follows
(xˆp, yˆp) =
(∑Nsel
q=1 xq
Nsel
,
∑Nsel
q=1 yq
Nsel
)
(3.11)
where Nsel < N is the number of selected SUs considered for localization, (xq, yq) is
the coordinate of the q-th SU. Note that Nsel is predefined while (xq, yq) coordinates
are the output of Algorithm 1. It should also be noted that for the CL approach, all
N SU nodes are considered when estimating PU location using (3.11).
The CBWCL uses the received powers P noisyq to define the weighting coefficients to
obtain the two-dimensional location estimate
(xˆp, yˆp) =
(∑Lsel
q=1wq · xq∑Lsel
q=1wq
,
∑Lsel
q=1wq · yq∑Lsel
q=1wq
)
(3.12)
where wq represents the weighting coefficient for the (xq, yq) coordinate of the q-th SU.
We define the weighting coefficient wq as [71, 72]
wq =
P noisyq − P noisymin
P noisymax − P noisymin
(3.13)
where P noisymin = minq P noisyq and P noisymax = maxq P noisyq . Similarly, for the WCL case, all
N SU nodes are considered when localizing the PU.
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In both the CBCL and CBWCL, dmin constraint ensures that the localizing nodes
are spatially dispersed for accurate PU localization. Fig. 3.4 shows the impact of
geometry on the centroid based techniques. For very small dmin the SUs may be
closely spaced as depicted in Fig. 3.4 - Scenario A. And due to the natural tendency
of these techniques to be biased towards the center of mass of the network, there will
be a large deviation of xˆp and yˆp from xp and yp, respectively. This effect is caused
by poor geometric positioning of the SU nodes. On the contrary, larger dmin results
in good geometrically positioned nodes as depicted in Fig. 3.4 - Scenario B. The
deviation of the estimated (xˆp, yˆp) coordinate from the true (xp, yp) coordinate will be
small.
The CBLS technique is also impacted by the geometry of the SUs. In [48], the
effects of geometric parameter (distance/angular) distribution of reference nodes on
the localization performance was analyzed based on geometric dilution of precision
(GDOP). The analysis indicated that the proposed nonlinear least square estimators
are more sensitive to geometric parameters and careful planning of reference nodes
deployment is required. In our approach the reference nodes planning is guaranteed
by a proper selection of SUs that contribute to localization.
3.4.2 Node Selection
The proposed constrained cluster based SU node selection technique is based on im-
posing a dmin constraint between the SU nodes. Each SU node sends its received power
P noisyq and location coordinate (xq, yq) to the fusion center (FC) for processing. Only
the SU nodes that meet such dmin criterion are considered for localizing the PU. The
proposed node selection technique is outlined in Algorithm 1 and a brief description of
the steps is as follows. 1) The FC receives the RSS measurements from all SU nodes
together with their location coordinates. The received powers are then sorted in de-
scending order and indexed with respect to the original location coordinates (xq, yq).
2) From the sorted set of SU nodes, we then define clusters ζk(Nsel) with Nsel members.
Given Nsel, we can construct
(
N
Nsel
)
possible combinations of clusters. 3) Now for all
SU nodes in ζk(Nsel) clusters, we check if the dmin constraint between SU nodes pairs
is satisfied and 4) if such holds the cluster ζselk (Nsel) is selected and 5) used in the
localization process.
It is worth highlighting that if the dmin constraint is already satisfied in the node
selection process, then it will not make any impact in the localization performance.
This is for instance the scenario depicted in Fig. 3.4 - Scenario B in which the selected
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Algorithm 1 Minimum distance constrained SU selection algorithm
1. [Psorted,Nsorted] ← SORT(P noisyq ,DESCEND): where Psorted are the sorted re-
ceived power values and Nsorted is the ordered set of the corresponding nodes.
2. Define clusters: ζk(Nsel), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,
(
N
Nsel
)
}, Nsel < N .
3. Given Psorted and Nsorted , select Nsel SU nodes such that dij ≥ dmin, i ̸= j ∈
Nsorted.
4. ζselk (Nsel)← ζk(Nsel) such that Step 3 holds, ∀k.
5. Use the ζselk (Nsel) for localization.
nodes are already geometrically well configured. However, it will play a significant
role in eliminating the effect of poor geometric configuration such as the one shown in
Fig. 3.4 - Scenario A.
3.5 Case Study Analysis
In this section, we investigate the performance of the methodologies provided in Sec-
tion 3.3 and Section 3.4. In particular, through numerical analysis, we quantify the
performance of the proposed techniques in different scenarios by varying the PU loca-
tions, the path-loss exponent, shadowing parameter, the number of SUs and the area
size. The case study scenario is a square area with side Sm. Fig. 3.5 depicts the
considered randomly distributed SUs and the PU located in three different positions:
LAp , LBp and LCp .
The propagation environment is characterized by a power-law path-loss channel model
and log-normal shadowing, where the RSS at the i-th SU node is given by (3.1) - (3.4)
with PT = 10 dBm, p0 = 28 dB is the path-loss at a reference distance d0 = 1m, α = 3
is the path-loss exponent, and σn = −110 dBm is the noise power. Unless otherwise
specified, the shadowing parameter (or intensity) is σs = 2 dB and 6 dB.
To validate the methodology provided in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, we used
Monte-Carlo simulation with 103 and 5 × 104 runs, respectively. For the sake of
clarity and completeness we will organize our numerical analysis as follows. The
results for Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 are discussed in Section 3.5.1 and Section 3.5.2,
respectively.
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Fig. 3.5 The case study considered with randomly located SUs (triangles) and different
PU positions: circle, square and diamond represent PU locations LAp , LBp and LCp ,
respectively.
3.5.1 Technique 1: Distributed Fingerprinting Based Local-
ization Analysis
In this section, we quantify the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of the
RMSE of position estimation for three different square area side length settings: S =
20m, S = 1 km and S = 5 km . We consider randomly distributed, but fixed, PU
located within the area.
Impact of shadowing parameter: Fig. 3.6 – Fig. 3.8 show the performance of DBCL
and DBWCL for different values of σs. For all the S settings, the RMSE of the position
estimation decreases as N increases. In Fig. 3.6, the RMSE is almost the same for
σs = 2 dB. However, for σs = 6 dB there is a slight improvement in the performance
when using DBWCL, especially for small N . For S = 1 km and S = 5 km, the impact
of shadowing with respect to DBCL and DBWCL is less significant. Fig. 3.8 further
demonstrates that for large S the impact of σs is almost negligible.
Fig. 3.9 – Fig. 3.11 depicts the RMSE of the position estimation for different S
settings and for σs = 6 dB. As depicted in the figures, our proposed scheme performs
better than the direct CL and WCL approaches. We also observe similar behaviour as
in Fig. 3.6 – Fig. 3.8 i.e., the reduction of the RMSE as N increases. One interesting
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Fig. 3.6 RMSE of the position estimation for two values of σs and S = 20m.
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Fig. 3.7 RMSE of the position estimation for two values of σs and S = 1 km.
aspect of the DBCL and DBWCL approaches is that they can achieve much lower
RMSE for large S as shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 3.8 RMSE of the position estimation for two values of σs and S = 5 km.
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Fig. 3.9 RMSE of the position estimation for σs = 6dB and S = 20m.
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Fig. 3.10 RMSE of the position estimation for σs = 6dB and S = 1 km.
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Fig. 3.11 RMSE of the position estimation for σs = 6dB and S = 5 km.
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3.5.2 Technique 2: Geometric Clustering Based Localization
Analysis
In this section, we quantify the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of the
RMSE of position estimation for two different square area side length settings: S =
20m, and S = 1 km . We consider five different positions of the PU location: LAp =
(9.5m, 10.5m), LBp = (19.5m, 19.5m), LCp = (490m, 510m), LDp = (990m, 990m), and
LEp = (240m, 260m). We consider similar deployment of SUs and PU as depicted in
Fig. 3.5. The discussion of our numerical results will be based on the following effects:
PU location, minimum distance constraint, and shadowing.
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Fig. 3.12 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LAp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 20m and dmin = 0.5m.
Impact of PU location: Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 depict the RMSE for the position
estimation of the conventional centroid based techniques (CL and WCL) and the
proposed constrained nodes selection techniques (CBLS, CBCL and CBWCL), with
respective dmin = 0.5 m and dmin = 5 m. In both figures the PU is located at LAp ,
and in this case the CL and WCL techniques outperform the proposed CBLS, CBCL
and CBWCL schemes. This is expected because 1) in this scenario the system setting
adopts the PU-centric model which naturally tends to have a PU position estimate
that is biased towards the center of mass of the SU network [71] and 2) increasing
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node density always improves accuracy for PU-centric model [46] (for the uncorrelated
shadowing case, which is assumed here). It is worth mentioning that the performance
of our proposed method is almost equal to the CL and WCL schemes, even when the
PU is located at the center. Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 show the RMSE of the position
estimation when the PU is located at LBp , and in this scenario we explicitly investigate
the performance when taking edge effects into consideration. Note that though the
RMSE increases as the PU moves from the center to the edge of the area, the CBLS,
CBCL, and CBWCL outperform the CL, and WCL when the PU is near the edge of
the area. This is due to the dependency of the localization performance on the PU
location and/or dmin. For CL and WCL which perform well in a PU-centric setting,
their localization performance deteriorates as the PU moves away from the center due
to their nature of always being biased towards the center of mass. Due to this biasness,
the CL and WCL do not benefit from increasing the number of SUs and as a result the
localization performance remains almost constant. The CBCL and CBWCL are not
significantly affected by the bias effect since only small number of nodes are involved
in the localization process.
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Fig. 3.13 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LAp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 20m and dmin = 5m.
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The results for the S = 1 km scenario are depicted in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.19, with
the PU located at either LCp and LDp for a given dmin. The RMSE analysis for this case
have a similar trend as the S = 20m scenario.
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Fig. 3.14 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LBp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 20m and dmin = 0.5m.
Impact of dmin: It should be noted that the CL and WCL are independent of dmin,
and all the SU nodes take part in the localization process. The dmin constraint appears
to have a varying effect for the CBCL and CBWCL, and that effect is greatly dependent
on the PU location. As we observe from the figures, the performance variation with
respect to the change in dmin is not much evident for the CBWCL method, however
some improvement is observed for the CBCL when dmin is varied. On the other hand,
the CBLS greatly benefits from varying dmin when the PU is located at the center. The
RMSE significantly improves when dmin is varied. However, when the PU moves away
from the center, there is only a slight improvement. This improvement is possibly
due to improved geometric configuration among the selected nodes involved in the
localization process.
Impact of Shadowing: Fig. 3.20 - Fig. 3.21 depict the RMSE of the position
estimation for dmin = 25m and dmin = 150m, respectively. The shadowing parameter
is varied between σs = 2 dB and σs = 6 dB, with S = 1 km , fixed N = 20 SUs and the
PU is located at LEp . For all the node selection based techniques, the RMSE increases
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as σs increases. When dmin = 150m, for σs ≤ 4 dB, the CBLS outperforms the CBCL,
CL and WCL and under very low shadowing (2 dB) it performs almost equal to
the CBWCL. The CBWCL technique, which is generally robust to shadowing effect,
performs better than all the other techniques. The CL technique’s RMSE remains
constant since it is not affected by shadowing.
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Fig. 3.15 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LBp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 20m and dmin = 5m.
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Fig. 3.16 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LCp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 1 km and dmin = 25m.
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Fig. 3.17 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LCp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 1 km and dmin = 150m.
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Fig. 3.18 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LDp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 1 km and dmin = 25m.
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Fig. 3.19 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LDp , for σs = 6 dB,
S = 1 km and dmin = 150m.
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Fig. 3.20 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LEp , for N = 20,
S = 1 km and dmin = 25m.
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Fig. 3.21 RMSE of the position estimation when the PU is located at LEp , for N = 20,
S = 1 km and dmin = 150m.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented two main contributions related to research question 1.
In the first contribution, we investigated the performance of a new blind localization
scheme in which we combined the fingerprinting (database) and centroid localiza-
tion techniques. In particular, we adopted two-stage localization approaches denoted
DBCL and DBWCL. In the first stage, a MSE method was used to find a close match
between the actual received power and the database power and subsequently the PU
estimates. CL and WCL techniques were then adopted in the second-stage as fusion
strategies to give a single PU position estimate. A case study analysis was performed
to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed methodology in terms of the RMSE. Specifi-
cally, we analyzed the performance of DBCL and DBWCL under varying, shadowing
parameter, square area side length, and number of SUs. Numerical results confirms
that our proposed scheme outperforms the conventional CL and WCL which do not
involve the use of database.
In the second contribution, we investigated the performance of centroid techniques
when imposing constraints to the selection of the SU nodes, termed as SU cluster, to
estimate the PU location. In particular, we imposed a minimum distance constraint
between any two SU nodes and grouped the qualifying nodes into a cluster. Only the
SU nodes from the constrained cluster are allowed to take part in the PU localization
process. Through numerical analysis, we quantified the performance of the proposed
CBLS, CBCL and CBWCL techniques in different scenarios by varying the PU loca-
tions, the shadowing parameter, the number of SUs and the minimum distance, and
compared the results with the CL and the WCL methods. Our results show that the
RMSE of the position estimation is significantly improved for the proposed method
compared to the other two especially when the true PU location is away from the
center of the region. Additionally, the proposed technique not only offers low compu-
tational complexity (due to less number of nodes involved in the localization process)
but is more robust to varying PU location.
Chapter 4
Accurate Analysis of Weighted
Centroid Localization
In this chapter, we will investigate a widely adopted attractive low-complexity solution
for blind localization called weighted centroid localization (WCL) and in particular,
analyze the existing theoretical framework of WCL. We then propose a new analytical
framework to accurately calculate the performance of WCL based on the statistical
distribution of the ratio of two quadratic forms in normal variables. In particular,
we derive a nearly-exact expression for the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
two-dimensional location estimate.
4.1 Introduction
The reliance on wireless radio communications has grown considerably in recent years,
and the proliferation of wireless technology devices and user expectations place a bur-
den on the already scarce radio spectrum. The radio spectrum is a finite natural
resource which is traditionally managed by radio regulatory authorities and is allo-
cated on a fixed spectrum assignment policy [2]. This allocation policy exacerbates
the spectrum scarcity problem. As such, the wireless communication area has seen
the introduction of new paradigms that aim to combat the issue of radio frequency
spectrum scarcity. Cognitive radio (CR) is one of the emerging technologies that has
been developed and studied over the past decade to enable efficient utilization of the
spectrum resources [4, 5]. In CR networks, spectrum sensing is a key enabler in iden-
tifying spectrum holes and monitoring of the primary user (PU) activity so as to avoid
any potential harmful interference [45].
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However, it should be noted that sensing functionality includes any kind of tech-
nique that allows the CRs to gather useful radio environment information and enhance
the functionality of the network. Therefore, geo-location of PU is one such spectrum
awareness technique that not only plays an important role in preventing harmful in-
terference to the incumbent spectrum users, but allows for better spectrum resource
allocations in the spatial domain [1, 9, 28–32]. Bearing in mind the challenges posed
by the uncooperative nature of the PU, WCL represents an attractive low complexity
solution which can rely only on, e.g., received signal strength (RSS) measurements.
The WCL technique has been investigated in several papers assuming the sec-
ondary users (SUs) have limited information about the PU [8, 46, 65–77]. The orig-
inal coarse-grained centroid localization algorithm used to estimate the position of a
transmitter using only the coordinates of the receiving devices in an outdoor environ-
ment was studied in [8]. An approximate indoor localization with a low complexity
weighted centroid approach combined with signal strength measurements was ana-
lyzed in [65]. In [66], WCL algorithm in outdoor sensor networks was proposed, where
the link quality indicator have been used as weight. The work in [67] extends the
result presented in [66] and considered WCL algorithm with normalized values of the
link quality indicator. Relative span weighted localization and relative span expo-
nential weighted localization (REWL) mechanisms, which assign linear weights and
exponential weights, respectively, were introduced in [68]. In [69], the authors adopted
WCL in conjunction with the estimation of the path-loss exponent. The work in [70]
characterized the indoor propagation channel, and further analyzed the accuracy of
WCL and REWL algorithms. Several work adopted WCL under different network
scenarios including distributed implementation, node selection, geometric constraints
and clustering [46, 71–75].
Most of the aforementioned existing works evaluate the WCL performance only
numerically, in terms of the RMSE, under varying environment conditions, i.e., factors
such as node placement, node density, shadowing variance and node spacing. The first
theoretical framework for WCL analysis was presented in [46], assuming that the two-
dimensional localization errors are jointly Gaussian. A very promising extension of
WCL with the adoption of cyclic autocorrelation of the received signals as weights to
robustify WCL under the presence of interference have been proposed very recently
in [77]. In the same work, the authors provide the analysis of the RMSE degradation
due to co-channel interference.
In this chapter, we put forth a new analytical framework to calculate the exact per-
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formance of WCL in the presence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) as
well as correlated log-normal shadowing, based on results of the ratio of two quadratic
forms in normal random variables (r.v.) [77, 93, 94].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we present the
system model. The derivation of the nearly-exact calculation of the RMSE is provided
in Section 4.3. We analyze a case study to quantify the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter with a concise summary
highlighting original contributions. Throughout this chapter, the terms slow-fading
and shadow fading will be used interchangeably.
4.2 System Model
We adopt a similar system model presented in Chapter 3. However, for the sake of
clarity and completeness, we introduce the system model and theWCL algorithm again
in this chapter. We consider a CR network with N SUs at positions Li = [xi, yi]T,
with i = 1, ..., N , and a PU at position Lp = [xp, yp]T.
The propagation environment is characterized by a distance-dependent path-loss
channel model and log-normal shadowing. Thus, the RSS (in dBm) at the i-th SU
node from the PU is given by
Pi = PT − PL (∥Li − Lp∥2) + Si (4.1)
where PT is the transmit power in dBm, PL (d) is the path-loss (in dB) at a
distance d, and Si describes the random shadowing effect. More precisely, in the
general case of correlated shadowing, S = [S1, . . . , SN ]T ∼ N (0,Σs) where Σs is
the shadowing covariance matrix. In case of independent shadowing among sensors
Σs = diag
(
σ2s,1, . . . , σ
2
s,N
)
, which further simplifies in the i.i.d. case, i.e., Σs = σ2s I.1
We present the WCL algorithm used to estimate the location of the PU in two
dimensions [66]
L̂p =
∑N
i=1wiLi∑N
i=1wi
=
∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)Li∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)
(4.2)
1Note that, both the correlated shadowing case and the independent shadowing case, can accom-
modate a distance-dependent shadowing intensity, i.e., the diagonal elements of Σs can be unequal
(see Section 4.4).
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where wi = (Pi−Pmin)/(Pmax−Pmin) is the weighting coefficient for the i-th SU node,
with Pmax the maximum received power among sensor nodes, and Pmin an arbitrary
reference power level which can be e.g., the minimum measurable received power by
the SU.2
The localization error is defined as ξ , L̂p−Lp = [X̂p−xp, Ŷp−yp]T, where X̂p and
Ŷp are the one-dimensional position estimates along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively
X̂p =
∑N
i=1Gixi∑N
i=1Gi
Ŷp =
∑N
j=1Gjyj∑N
j=1Gj
(4.3)
with Gi = Pi − Pmin. Finally, the distance error is given by
ξ ,
√
(X̂p − xp)2 + (Ŷp − yp)2 = ∥ξ∥2. (4.4)
For notational convenience we define G = [G1, . . . , GN ]T, X = [x1, . . . , xN ]T, and
Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T. Note that G ∼ N (µ,Σs), with µ = E[G], i.e., µ = [µ1, . . . , µN ]T
with µi = E[Gi] = E[Pi]− Pmin.
In the following section, the square of the distance error (4.4) will be interpreted
as the ratio of two quadratic forms, leading to a new theoretical framework for the
performance analysis of WCL.
4.3 Analytical Expression of the Root Mean
Square Error
In this section we derive an accurate expression of the RMSE of the two-dimensional
location estimate in the general setting with correlated shadowing, and we then provide
a closed-form expression for the RMSE in the i.i.d. case. We also propose a simplified
RMSE predictor which can provide fairly good results in scenarios characterized by
weak shadowing i.e., cases where the mean received power is usually greater than its
standard deviation.
Defining ξx = X̂p − xp and ξy = Ŷp − yp as the errors in the x-dimension and
y-dimension, respectively, the RMSE can be written as
2In general, Pmin has to be chosen such that Pi − Pmin is positive with very high probability.
In fact, a negative weight, wi, is equivalent to flip the i-th SU position from Li to −Li, degrading
estimation performance.
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RMSE =
√
E
[∥∥∥L̂p − Lp∥∥∥22
]
=
√
E
[
ξ2x + ξ2y
]
. (4.5)
The argument of the expectation in (4.5) can be rewritten as
ξ2 = ξ2x + ξ2y =
(∑N
i=1Gi(xi − xp)∑N
i=1Gi
)2
+
(∑N
i=1Gj(yj − yp)∑N
i=1Gj
)2
=
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1GiGjaij∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1GiGj
(4.6)
where aij = (xi − xp)(xj − xp) + (yi − yp)(yj − yp). Defining x′i = xi − xp and
y′i = yi − yp, the term aij can be expressed as aij = x′ix′j + y′iy′j, and arranged in
a matrix form A = [ai,j]i,j=1,...,N with A = X′X′T + Y′Y′T, X′ = [x′1, x′2, . . . , x′N ]T,
and Y′ = [y′1, y′2, . . . , y′N ]T. It should be noted that A is symmetric. Therefore, using
matrix-vector notation we obtain the following compact form of the squared error
ξ2 = G
TAG
GTBG (4.7)
where B = 1, from which the mean square error (MSE) simply follows
MSE = E
[
GTAG
GTBG
]
. (4.8)
Note that the expression (4.8) is the first order moment of the ratio of quadratic
forms in normal variables, extensively investigated in [92–94]. According to the second
condition in [94, Proposition 1], when the matrix B is not positive definite, the first
order moment of (4.8) does not exist. Unfortunately, in our case the matrix 1 is
positive semi-definite and nullifies the existence of (4.8). To obtain a finite value of
the MSE in (4.8) we propose a weak perturbation of the matrix 1 which consists of
adding a small constant ϵ > 0 to its diagonal elements, i.e., we substitute B = 1 with
the matrix B = 1ϵ , I ·ϵ+1. With this approach now the matrix B is positive definite
and we can proceed to calculate the first order moment. It is important to remark
that the choice of ϵ is far from being critical. In scenarios of practical interest, values
of ϵ in the range 10−5 − 10−1 provide almost coincident numerical results, confirming
the robustness of this approach. Moreover, as it will be explained in Section 4.4, this
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approach predicts the RMSE with very high accuracy matching perfectly Monte-Carlo
simulations.
In [94] it is possible to find the exact expression of expectation in the form of (4.8)
when G is a vector of i.i.d. Gaussian r.v.’s with unit variance. More precisely,
E
[
GTAG
GTBG
]
=
∫ ∞
0
φ(0,−t)
(
Tr(R) + µ˜TRµ˜
)
dt (4.9)
where
φ(0,−t) = [det(I+ 2tB)]−1/2 × exp
(1
2
(
µT(I+ 2tB)−1µ− µTµ
))
(4.10)
is the joint moment generating function (MGF) of the ratio terms, R = LTAL,
µ˜ = LTµ, and C(t) = LLT = (I+ 2tB)−1.
4.3.1 Non–i.i.d. shadowing: correlated and distance-
dependent slow-fading
To calculate the RMSE in a general setting we first extend (4.9) to encompass the
non-i.i.d. case, G ∼ N (µ,Σs), through the following transformation
GTAG = G˘TVAV︸ ︷︷ ︸
,A˘
G˘ GTBG = G˘TVBV︸ ︷︷ ︸
,B˘
G˘
where V = Σs1/2 and G˘ ∼ N (V−1µ, I). Therefore, the non-i.i.d. scenario can be
analyzed by applying (4.9) to
MSE = E
[
G˘TA˘G˘
G˘TB˘G˘
]
. (4.11)
In this case, C(t) = LLT = (I + 2tB˘)−1 and µ˜ = LTV−1µ, so the terms within the
integral (4.10) becomes, respectively
Tr(R) = Tr(LTA˘L) = Tr(A˘LLT) = Tr(A˘C(t))
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and
µ˜TRµ˜= µTV−1LRLTV−1µ = µTV−1LLTA˘LLTV−1µ
= µTV−1C(t)A˘C(t)V−1µ
leading to the expression of the form
Tr(R) + µ˜TRµ˜= Tr(A˘C(t)) + µTV−1C(t)A˘C(t)V−1µ. (4.12)
Noting that in our setting
det(I+ 2tB˘) =
N∏
j=1
(1 + 2tb˘j)
where b˘1, ..., b˘N are the eigenvalues of matrix B˘, the joint MGF in (4.10) becomes
φ(0,−t) =
N∏
j=1
(1 + 2tb˘j)−1/2× exp
µTV−1
(
C(t)− I
)
V−1µ
2
. (4.13)
Substituting (4.12) and (4.13) into (4.9) we obtain the desired expression for the
MSE (4.14) and consequently the RMSE in (4.5)
MSE =
∫ ∞
0
N∏
j=1
(1 + 2tb˘j)−1/2 exp
µTV−1
(
C(t)− I
)
V−1µ
2

×
[
Tr(A˘C(t)) + µTV−1C(t)A˘C(t)V−1µ
]
dt. (4.14)
We again emphasize that in our setting, Σs is a general covariance matrix i.e., it can
either model correlated shadowing or independent shadowing with distance-dependent
intensity.
4.3.2 Independent and identically distributed shadowing
The general expression (4.14) can be simplified in the i.i.d. shadowing scenario, where
G ∼ N (µ, σ2s I). In particular, V = σsI so G˘ ∼ N (µ/σs, I), A˘ = σ2sA and B˘ = σ2sB =
σ2s1ϵ, hence the MSE can be simplified as
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MSE = E
[
G˘TA˘G˘
G˘TB˘G˘
]
= E
[
G˘TAG˘
G˘T1ϵG˘
]
. (4.15)
In this case, the matrix C(t) = LLT = (I+ 2t1ϵ)−1 becomes
C(t) =
(
(1 + 2ϵt)I+ 2t1
)−1
which in turn can be expressed in the form of Sherman-Morrison formula [101]. The
Sherman-Morrison formula states that
(
D+ uvT
)−1
= D
−1uvTD−1
1 + vTD−1u
where D is an invertible square matrix, u, v are column vectors. In our setting
D = (1 + 2ϵt)I, u = 2tv, and v = [1, 1, ..., 1]T. Thus, we obtain
C(t) = φ(t)
(
I− ψ(t)1
)
(4.16)
with
φ(t)= 11 + 2ϵt
ψ(t)= 2t1 + 2(N + ϵ)t
∼= 2t1 + 2Nt. (4.17)
Note that the last term has been obtained considering that ϵ is always negligible (at
least more than one order of magnitude) with respect to N . Furthermore, using matrix
operations to reduce (C(t))−1 into a triangular matrix and noting that the determinant
will simply be a product of the diagonal elements, we obtain
det(I+ 2t1ϵ)= (1 + 2ϵt)N−1
(
1 + 2(N + ϵ)t
)
= 2t
φ(t)N−1ψ(t) . (4.18)
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Therefore, the MGF (4.10) reduces to
φ(0,−t) =
√
φ(t)N−1ψ(t)
2t × exp
(
φ(t)− 1
2σ2s
µTµ− φ(t)ψ(t)2σ2s
µT1µ
)
. (4.19)
The second term within the integral (4.10) can be rewritten in an easy to handle form
Tr(R) = Tr(LTAL) = Tr(ALLT) = Tr(AC(t)) = φ(t) (Tr(A)− ψ(t)Tr(A1))
Considering that µ˜ = LTµ/σs, then
µ˜TRµ˜ = 1
σ2s
µTLRLTµ = 1
σ2s
µTLLTALLTµ = 1
σ2s
µTM(t)µ
where M(t) = C(t)AC(t). Expanding M(t) we get
M(t) = φ(t)2
(
A− ψ(t)A1− ψ(t)1A+ ψ(t)21A1
)
from which
1
σ2s
µTM(t)µ = 1
σ2s
φ(t)2
(
µTAµ− ψ(t)µT1Aµψ(t)µTA1µ+ ψ(t)2µT1A1µ
)
(a)= 1
σ2s
φ(t)2
(
µTAµ− 2ψ(t)µTA1µψ(t)2µT1A1µ
)
where (a) follows from the fact that µTA1µ = µT1Aµ. Therefore, the second term
of the integral can be expressed as
Tr(R)+µ˜TRµ˜ = φ(t) (Tr(A)− ψ(t)Tr(A1)) + φ(t)
2
σ2s
×
(
µTAµ− 2ψ(t)µTA1µ+ ψ(t)2µT1A1µ
)
. (4.20)
Finally, substituting (4.19) and (4.20) into (4.9) we obtain a simplified expression
for the MSE (4.21) for the i.i.d. shadowing case which does not require matrix inversion
and eigenvalue decomposition. Note that for convenience, in (4.21) we reported the
coefficients Υi, with i = 1, ..., 7, which are simple scalar constants.
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MSE =
∫ ∞
0
√
φ(t)N+1ψ(t)
2t exp
(
φ(t)− 1
2σ2s
Υ1 − φ(t)ψ(t)2σ2s
Υ2
)
×
[
Υ3 − ψ(t)Υ4 + φ(t)
σ2s
(
Υ5 − 2ψ(t)Υ6 + ψ2(t)Υ7
) ]
dt
with
Υ1 = µTµ, Υ2 = µT1µ, Υ3 = Tr(A), Υ4 = Tr(A1), Υ5 = µTAµ, Υ6 = µTA1µ,
Υ7 = µT1A1µ. (4.21)
4.3.3 Coarse RMSE predictor in weak shadowing regime
To complete the detailed analysis which leads to a very accurate performance assess-
ment, it is interesting to note that a coarse prediction of the RMSE of WCL can be
obtained when neglecting the effect of shadowing. Such rough approximation is justi-
fied by the fact that in some scenarios the expected value µi of the received power is
usually greater than its standard deviation, σs,i, so it is reasonable, to some extent, to
ignore the effect of slow-fading. In this case, we replace G with its mean µ, so from
(4.8) the RMSE estimator reduces to
RMSEcoarse =
√
µTAµ
µT1µ . (4.22)
The effectiveness of (4.22) will be assessed in Section 4.4.
4.4 Case Study Analysis
In this section, we exploit the methodology provided in Section 4.3 to investigate the
performance of WCL. In particular, we compare analytical and Monte-Carlo simula-
tion results of the RMSE of location estimation in three different settings:
• RF-SU) random, but fixed, SU positions. In particular, we consider a single
snapshot of SU positions.
• R-SU) random SU positions. In particular, we average the analytical and simu-
lation results over 1000 independent realizations.
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• RE-SU) random SU positions with location uncertainty/error. In this case we
assume that the generic i−th SU position, Lui , is a Gaussian distributed random
vector, i.e., Lui ∼ N (Li, σ2uI).
The case study scenario is a square area with side S = 100m. Fig. 4.1 depicts the
considered randomly distributed SUs and the PU located in three different positions:
LAp = (0m, 0m), LBp = (20m, 0m) and LCp = (30m, 30m).
The propagation environment is characterized by a power-law path-loss channel
model and log-normal shadowing, where the RSS at the i-th SU node is given by (4.1)
with the path-loss expressed as
PL(d) = p0 + 10α log10
(
d
d0
)
(4.23)
where PT = 20 dBW, p0 = 50 dB is the path-loss at a reference distance d0 = 1m, α is
the path-loss exponent ranging between α = 3 and 4. Unless otherwise specified, the
shadowing parameter (or intensity) is σs = 4 dB, 5.5 dB and 8 dB. The standard devi-
ation of the SU locations uncertainty is σu = 30m. As far as shadowing is concerned,
we investigate three different situations:
• Correlated shadowing. We consider the following spatial correlation model [106–
108]
Σs = [Σij]i,j=1,...,N with Σij = σ2s e−β∥Li−Lj∥2
where β = 1/Dcm−1, and Dc is the correlation distance.
• Distance-dependent shadowing. In this case,
Σs = diag
(
σ2s,1, . . . , σ
2
s,N
)
where the different shadowing parameters depend upon the distance according
to the curve fitted model [109], i.e.,3
σs,i = −3.08 + 7.69 log10(∥Li − Lp∥2). (4.24)
• I.i.d. shadowing. In this case Σs = σ2s I.
3To ensure that σs,i > 0, we fix a minimum distance below which (4.24) cannot decrease below 0
i.e., ∥Li − Lp∥2 ≥ 2.5.
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Fig. 4.1 The case study considered with randomly located SUs (triangles) and different
PU positions: circle, square and diamond represent PU locations LAp , LBp and LCp ,
respectively.
To validate the analytical approach we used Monte-Carlo simulation with 106 runs.
The discussion of our numerical results will be based on the following effects: PU
location, imperfect knowledge of SU positions, shadowing and path-loss. Unless stated
otherwise, the case study analysis will be based on the i.i.d. shadowing assumption.
In this section, we quantify the performance of WCL in terms of the RMSE of
position estimation in different scenarios by varying the PU locations, the path-loss
exponent, the shadowing standard deviation, the number of SUs and their location.
Throughout this section, unless specified otherwise, the path-loss exponent and shad-
owing parameter are α = 4 and σs = 8 dB, respectively.
Impact of PU location and correlated shadowing. In Fig. 4.2 we depict the WCL
performance for the i.i.d. and correlated shadowing scenarios using the nearly-exact
analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation results in the RF-SU case for the aforementioned
PU locations. As can be noticed, there is an increase in the RMSE as the PU moves
from the center at LAp towards the edge of the area at LCp . This behavior is due to
the nature of WCL which tends to be biased towards the center of the network, as
was also observed through numerical simulations in [71, 74]. It is also evident that for
the PU locations LBp and LCp , the WCL does not benefit from increasing the number
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Fig. 4.2 RMSE of the two-dimensional position estimation as a function of the number
of SU nodes, N , when the PU is located at LAp , LBp and LCp . Lines and symbols refer
to analytical and simulation results, respectively. Dashed curves refer to correlated
shadowing with β = 1/30m−1.
of SUs and as a result the localization performance remains almost constant when N
increases from 120 to 240. The fluctuation in the RMSE in a relatively low number
of SUs regime is due to the specific nodes locations, chosen randomly, in which the
geometric configuration among SUs relative to the PU impacts the RMSE.
When PU is in the center, correlation appears to degrade the performance of
WCL. However, in other locations the impact of correlation seems to be minor mainly
because the error is dominated by other factors. The analysis reveals that the WCL
technique has a strong dependence on the PU location and this dictates system designs
to accommodate adaptive strategies that work well for different PU location scenarios.
In Fig. 4.3 we illustrate the WCL performance using the averaged RMSE of the
two-dimensional position estimation for the R-SU scenario. The results are semi-
analytical in the sense that we perform a Monte-Carlo simulation over (4.21) to obtain
averaged results. It is now evident that, compared to Fig. 4.2 which uses only a single
snapshot, the resulting Fig. 4.3 curves are smooth and as expected the performance
improves with increasing N when the PU is at the center. This indeed confirms our
assertion that the randomness (topology) of the SU positions leads to the fluctuation
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Fig. 4.3 Semi-analytical RMSE of the two-dimensional position estimation in the R-SU
case, as a function of the number of SU nodes, N , when the PU is located at LAp , LBp
and LCp . Lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively.
of results in Fig. 4.2. Additionally, Fig. 4.3 results reveal that the relative percentage
change in the RMSE is about 10%, 3% and 2% for the PU locations LAp , LBp and LCp ,
respectively. This clearly shows that at locations LBp and LCp the RMSE attains a
saturation point quite faster and the curves remain flat after N = 30. From a system
design perspective, this demonstrates that increasing N beyond saturation point does
not have any benefits for non-centric PU scenarios. Thus, for such scenarios, simulation
results suggest that it is better to use a node selective strategy rather than large N .
Impact of uncertainty in SU locations. The RE-SU scenario, whose performance is
depicted in Fig. 4.4, is analogous to the R-SU scenario considered in Fig. 4.3; the only
distinction being that we introduce uncertainty in the SU position with σu = 30m.
As shown in Fig. 4.4 this level of uncertainty degrades the performance of WCL and
the impact is more noticeable as the PU moves away from location LAp . We expect
the performance gap to widen for higher values of σu. The results highlight that it is
crucial for systems that employ self positioning approaches to have high accuracy in
order to minimize error propagation in the intended positioning system.
Path-loss Analysis. In Fig. 4.5 we show the impact the variation of the path-loss
exponent α has on the RMSE, and we considered the following scenarios: PU locations
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Fig. 4.4 Semi-analytical RMSE of the two-dimensional position estimation as a func-
tion of the number of SU nodes, N , when the PU is located at LAp , LBp and LCp . Dashed
curves refer to the RE-SU case with σu = 30m. Lines and symbols refer to analytical
and simulation results, respectively.
LAp and LBp , RF-SU and R-SU settings, α = 3 and 4, σs = 5.5 dB. Interestingly, the
RMSE improves with an increase in α, as was observed numerically in [71]. Basically,
increasing α in a way induces a node selection strategy which effectively reduces the
impact of the SUs with low RSS on location estimate [71, 74]. This means that only
SUs closer to the PU will contribute more in the localization and thereby improving the
RMSE, especially when the PU is away from the center. However, it is worth noting
that when the PU is at the center, high values of α can impede (though marginally) the
possibility of exploiting the bias effect on the network. We again remark that results in
the RF-SU setting experience fluctuation in the WCL performance due to the impact
of the specific node topology. However, in the R-SU case curves become smooth and
consequently the accuracy of the WCL depends on the node density to some extent.
This demonstrates that for scenarios where the PU is in environments with low path-
loss exponents and away from the center, choosing the design parameter N to be large
can be a nuisance. Therefore, for such scenarios, one of the design recommendations
is to adopt a node selection approach to minimize the bias effect and consequently
improve the localization accuracy.
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Fig. 4.5 RMSE of the two-dimensional position estimation as a function of the number
of SU nodes, N , when the PU is located at LAp and LBp , and for two different values of
the path-loss exponent. The average RMSE in the R-SU case is denoted by L¯Ap and
L¯Bp . Lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively.
Coarse RMSE predictor. The performance of the proposed simple estimator (4.22)
is depicted in Fig. 4.6. Remarkably it provides a very good performance estimate as the
nearly-exact RMSE, which in a way further demonstrates the strong dependence of the
RMSE on the mean path-loss than σs in weak shadowing regime i.e., the mean received
power dominates σs. In such scenarios, it suffice that using (4.22) rather than the more
computationally involved expression (4.21) provides an alternative attractive solution.
The results may also be used as a design guideline to tradeoff between accuracy and
complexity i.e., if low system complexity is a high priority in the design, then the
coarse RMSE predictor can be adopted.
RMSE map. Fig. 4.7 depicts the WCL performance when considering the RF-
SU scenario, with N = 10, and for varying positions of the PU on a regular grid
within the area with spacing of 1m. As expected, the WCL performance radially
deteriorates as the PU moves away from the center of the area. The behaviour of the
RMSE map is consistent with the afformentioned discussions, with low RMSE values
observed around the center and quite high RMSE values at the edges. This again
reveals that when designing systems that adopt centroid based algorithms, it is of
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Fig. 4.6 RMSE of the two-dimensional position estimation as a function of the number
of SU nodes, N , when the PU is located at LAp , LBp and LCp . Lines and symbols
refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively. Dashed curves refer to RMSE
calculated by the proposed coarse RMSE predictor.
prime importance to take into consideration node topology and bias as well as finding
ways to mitigate the implications of such factors.
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Fig. 4.7 RMSE of the two-dimensional position estimation for fixed number of SU
nodes (black triangles), N = 10, and for different positions of the PU located within
the square grid with equal spacing of 1m.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new analytical framework to calculate the performance
of WCL in the presence of i.i.d. and non-i.i.d. log-normal shadowing, based on results
on the statistical distribution of the ratio of two quadratic forms in normal variables. In
particular, we derived a nearly-exact expression for the RMSE of the two-dimensional
location estimation in the presence of non-i.i.d. shadowing, accommodating also the
distance-dependent slow-fading intensity.
We also provided a closed-form expression for the RMSE in the presence of i.i.d.
shadowing. This simplified expression avoids matrix inversion and eigenvalue decom-
position. The methodology is general enough to include the analysis of the one-
dimensional error, which leads also to the calculation of the bias of the position esti-
mate. Such investigation unfolded some peculiarities of WCL which were not known
in the literature, e.g., leading to the proposal of a coarse but simple RMSE predictor
which only depends on the mean received signal strength.
The case study analysis confirm that the statistical framework is able to predict the
performance of WCL very accurately, capturing all the essential aspects of propagation
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and SUs location. The analytical framework works extremely well even for small-sized
networks, which turns out to be an appealing approach that overcomes the limitations
of asymptotic results based on the central limit theorem.
Chapter 5
CDF Analysis of Weighted
Centroid Localization
In this chapter, we extend the results of Chapter 4 and propose a new analytical
framework to accurately calculate the performance of WCL based on the statistical
distribution of the ratio of two quadratic forms in normal variables. In particular,
we derive an exact expression for the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
two-dimensional location estimation in the presence of independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) as well as correlated shadowing.
5.1 Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) is one of the emerging technologies that has been developed and
studied over the past decade to enable efficient utilization of the spectrum resources [5].
In CR networks, geo-location of primary user (PU) is a spectrum awareness technique
that not only plays an important role in preventing harmful interference to the PU,
but allows for better spectrum resource allocations in the spatial domain [1, 9, 28–
32, 45]. Bearing in mind the challenges posed by the uncooperative nature of the PU,
weighted centroid localization (WCL) represents an attractive low complexity solution
which can rely only on e.g., received signal strength (RSS) measurements.
The original coarse-grained centroid localization algorithm used to estimate the
position of the transmitter using only the coordinates of the receiving devices in an
outdoor environment was proposed in [8]. Subsequently, the WCL technique has been
studied in several papers assuming the secondary users (SUs) have limited information
about the PU, under varying environment conditions, i.e., factors such as node place-
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ment, node density, shadowing variance and node spacing [8, 46, 66, 68, 71, 72, 74, 110].
WCL algorithm in Zigbee sensor networks based on either RSS or link quality indicator
was presented in [66]. Relative span weighted localization and relative span exponen-
tial weighted localization mechanisms, which assign linear weights and exponential
weights, respectively were introduced in [68].
Most of the literature analyze the WCL performance in terms of the root mean
square error (RMSE), ignoring the statistical distribution of the error. However, in
many practical situations e.g., in econometrics or engineering just studying moments
of estimators is not sufficient and in some instances such moments do not exist [93].
Thus, one can consider the distribution function as a performance criterion, in which
an estimator with high probabilities of being close to the true parameter is the most
favorable [93, 111]. The first theoretical framework for WCL analysis using a proba-
bilistic approach was presented in [46], assuming that the two-dimensional localization
errors are jointly Gaussian, thus requiring the calculation of the error covariance ma-
trix. Recently, an analytical framework to analyze WCL in the presence of interference
has been proposed in [110], for the case where the cyclic autocorrelations of the re-
ceived signals are used as weights. A closed-form expression for the RMSE of the
two-dimensional location estimation for RSS-based WCL is presented in [79].
In this chapter, we propose a new analytical framework to calculate the exact
performance of WCL in the presence of i.i.d. as well as correlated log-normal shad-
owing, based on the statistical distribution of the ratio of two quadratic forms in
normal variables [93, 94, 110]. In particular, we derive an expression for the CDF of
the localization error based on the inversion formula for an indefinite quadratic form
[93, 98, 99].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the
system model and the performance metric of WCL. Section 5.3 provides the analytical
framework for the exact expression of the CDF of the estimation error. A case study
to quantify the effectiveness of the proposed approach is analyzed in Section 5.4.
Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a summary of novel contributions.
5.2 System Model
We consider a CR network with N SUs located in a square area of side length S, and
the PU located within the area at position Lp = [xp, yp]T. The position of the i-th
SU node is defined as Li = [xi, yi]T, i = 1, 2, ..., N . The propagation environment
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is characterized by a power-law path-loss channel model plus log-normal shadowing.
The RSS at the i-th SU node from the PU is thus given by
Pi = PT − p0(d0)− 10α log10
( ||Li − Lp||2
d0
)
+ Si (5.1)
where PT is the transmit power in dBm, p0(d0) is the path-loss at a reference distance
d0, α is the path-loss exponent, and Si describes the random shadowing effect. More
precisely, in the general case of correlated shadowing, S = [S1, . . . , SN ]T ∼ N (0,Σs)
where Σs is the shadowing covariance matrix. In the case of independent shadowing
among sensors Σs = diag
(
σ2s,1, . . . , σ
2
s,N
)
, which further simplifies in the i.i.d. case
to Σs = σ2s I. For the correlated shadowing case, we consider the following model for
spatial dependency [106–108]
Σs = [Σij]i,j=1,...,N with Σij = σ2s e−β∥Li−Lj∥2
where β = 1/Dcm−1, and Dc is the correlation distance. In the case of distance-
dependent shadowing,
Σs = diag
(
σ2s,1, . . . , σ
2
s,N
)
where the different shadowing parameters depend upon the distance according to the
curve fitted model [109], i.e.,
σs,i = −3.08 + 7.69 log10(∥Li − Lp∥2). (5.2)
To ensure that σs,i > 0, we fix a minimum distance below which (5.2) cannot decrease
below 0 i.e., ∥Li − Lp∥2 ≥ 2.5.
We once again present the WCL algorithm used to estimate the location of the PU
in two dimensions [66]
L̂p =
∑N
i=1wiLi∑N
i=1wi
=
∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)Li∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)
(5.3)
where wi = (Pi−Pmin)/(Pmax−Pmin) is the weighting coefficient for the i-th SU node,
Pmax is the maximum received power among sensor nodes, and Pmin is an arbitrary
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reference power level which can be e.g., the minimum measurable received power by
the SU. The localization error is defined as ξ , L̂p − Lp = [X̂p − xp, Ŷp − yp]T, where
X̂p and Ŷp are the one-dimensional position estimates along the x-axis and y-axis,
respectively
X̂p =
∑N
i=1Gixi∑N
i=1Gi
Ŷp =
∑N
j=1Gjyj∑N
j=1Gj
(5.4)
with Gi = Pi − Pmin. Finally, the squared distance error is given by
ξ2 , (X̂p − xp)2 + (Ŷp − yp)2 = ||ξ||22. (5.5)
For notational convenience we define G = [G1, . . . , GN ]T, X = [x1, . . . , xN ]T, and
Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T. In the following section, the square of the distance error (5.5)
will be interpreted as the ratio of two quadratic forms, leading to a new theoretical
framework for the performance analysis of WCL.
5.3 Cumulative Distribution Function of the Lo-
calization Error
In this section we derive the CDF expression of the distance error ξ, and equivalently
of the squared error (4.6), in the general correlated shadowing setting with G ∼
N (µ,Σs). The interpretation of the squared error is exactly the same as the one
presented in Section 4.3, in which the squared error is defined as
ξ2 = G
TAG
GTBG
with G ∼ N (µ,Σs), µ = E[G], i.e., µ = [µ1, . . . , µN ]T with µi = E[Gi] = E[Pi]−Pmin,
A = X′X′T +Y′Y′T, X′ = [x′1, x′2, . . . , x′N ]T, Y′ = [y′1, y′2, . . . , y′N ]T, and B = 1. The
term aij, denoting the element ofA, is expressed as aij = x′ix′j+y′iy′j, where x′i = xi−xp
and y′i = yi − yp.
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The distribution function of ξ can be derived as follows [93]
F(q0) = Pr[ξ ≤ q0]= Pr[ξ2 ≤ q20]
= Pr
[
GTAG
GTBG ≤ q
2
0
]
= Pr[GTAG ≤ q20GTBG]
= Pr[GTWG ≤ 0] (5.6)
where W = A− q20B. The expression (5.6) shows that the distribution of the ratio of
quadratic forms reduces to the distribution of an indefinite quadratic form GTWG,
where W is an indefinite matrix. Since the covariance of G is Σs, we can also rewrite
(5.6) as
F(q0)= Pr[GTΣs−1/2Σs1/2WΣs1/2Σs−1/2G ≤ 0]
= Pr[GTV−1PPTVWVPPTV−1G ≤ 0]
= Pr[ZTΛZ ≤ 0] (5.7)
where V = Σs1/2, Z = PTV−1G and P is an orthogonal matrix formed by eigen-
vectors of VWV such that Λ = PTVWVP is a diagonal matrix whose entries are
the eigenvalues λ1, ..., λN of VWV. Note that, although not explicitly denoted, the
eigenvalues λj and the eigenvectors contained in P depend on q0.
Note now that Z ∼ N (µz, I) with µz = PTV−1µ, so (5.7) is simply
F(q0) = Pr
[
N∑
i=1
λiz
2
i ≤ 0
]
(5.8)
where z2i ∼ χ2(µ2zi) is a noncentral chi-squared distributed r.v. with one degree of
freedom and noncentral parameter µ2zi. Note that for the i.i.d. shadowing case Z ∼
N (µz = PTµ/σs, I), since V−1 = I/σs. A numerical integration representation of
(5.8) was presented by Imhof [98], which is based on the Gil-Pelaez [99] inversion
formula for the indefinite quadratic form
F(q0) =
1
2 −
1
π
∫ ∞
0
t−1ℑ{ϕ(t)}dt (5.9)
where ℑ{·} represents the imaginary part and
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ϕ(t) =
 N∏
j=1
(1− 2itλj)−1/2
 exp
i N∑
j=1
µ2zjλjt
1− 2itλj

is the characteristic function of ZTΛZ. Alternatively, it has been shown in [98] that
(5.9) can be written as
F(q0) =
1
2 −
1
π
∫ ∞
0
sin θ(v)
vρ(v) dv (5.10)
where
θ(v)= 12
N∑
j=1
rj tan−1(λjv) + µ2zjλjv(1 + λ2jv2)−1
ρ(v)=
 N∏
j=1
(1 + λ2jv2)rj/4
 exp
1
2
N∑
j=1
µ2zjλ
2
jv
2
1 + λ2jv2

and rj’s are the multiplicities of the nonzero distinct eigenvalues λj. We remark that
both (5.9) and (5.10) provide the same accuracy, however, the latter does not involve
the use of complex numbers.
We also remark that despite the non-existence of the moments of the two-
dimensional error whenB is positive semi-definite, the CDF of ξ2 is always well defined,
so there is no need for the perturbation of B.
5.4 Case Study Analysis
In this section, we exploit the methodology provided in Section 5.3 to describe the
performance of the WCL in terms of the CDF of the error, F(q0) = Pr[ξ ≤ q0], known
as localization error probability (LEP). Fig. 5.2 – Fig. 5.5 summarize our CDF analysis.
In particular, we compare analytical and Monte-Carlo simulation results of the CDF
of location estimation in two different settings:
• RF-SU) random, but fixed, SU positions. In this case, we consider a single
snapshot of SU positions.
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Fig. 5.1 The case study considered with randomly located SUs (triangles) and different
PU positions: circle, square and diamond represent PU locations LAp , LBp and LCp ,
respectively. Lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively
• R-SU) random SU positions. In this scenario, we average the analytical and
simulation results over 1000 independent realizations.
The case study scenario is a square area with side S = 100m. Fig. 5.1 depicts the
considered randomly distributed SUs and the PU located in three different positions:
LAp = (0m, 0m), LBp = (20m, 0m) and LCp = (30m, 30m).
The propagation environment is characterized by (5.1), where the PU transmit
power is PT = 20 dBW, the shadowing parameter (or intensity) is σs = 4 dB, 5.5 dB
and 8 dB, the path-loss at reference distance, d0 = 1m, is p0(d0) = 50 dB and the
path-loss exponent is α = 3 and α = 4.
To validate the analytical approach we used Monte-Carlo simulation with 106 runs.
In particular, for all figures lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results,
respectively. The discussion of our numerical results will be based on the following
effects: PU location, shadowing and path-loss. Unless stated otherwise, the case study
analysis will be based on the i.i.d. shadowing assumption.
Impact of PU location and correlated shadowing. In Fig. 5.2 we show the re-
lationship of the CDF using the exact analytical expression (5.9) and Monte-Carlo
simulations, for different PU locations, N = 50 fixed SU positions, i.e., the RF-SU
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Fig. 5.2 CDF of the error of the two-dimensional position estimation when the PU
is located at LAp , LBp and LCp , for N = 50. Lines and symbols refer to analytical
and simulation results, respectively. Dashed lines refer to correlated shadowing with
β = 1/30m−1, while dot-dashed curves refer to distance-dependent shadowing.
setting, α = 4, and correlated shadowing with σs = 8 dB and β = 1/30m−1, as well as
distance-dependent shadowing with σs,i evaluated by (5.2). The curve that refers to
PU position LAp reaches a high probability faster than the other curves, which confirms
that the PU in the center is the most favorable situation.
We also investigated the effect of correlated shadowing and for PU at LAp , the
correlation degrades the performance (in accordance to the increase in the RMSE in
Fig. 4.2). For PU at LBp and LCp the correlation makes the CDF less sharp. Hence,
the performance is degraded and improved for high LEP and low LEP, respectively.
It is usually interesting to look for high values of the LEP, e.g., 0.8 − 1, and in this
range correlation degrades the performance. Interestingly, for q0 = 15m and q0 = 32m
the LEP is independent of shadowing distance for locations LBp and LCp , respectively.
Generally speaking, crossover between two CDF curves may indicate that there is no
unique best choice for system parameters. From a system design perspective, these
crossing points may indicate a threshold that can be exploited to dynamically switch
across a certain design parameter when the PU location changes within an area of
interest. However, it is usually interesting to look for high values of the LEP, e.g.,
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Fig. 5.3 The CDF of the error of the two-dimensional position estimation, in the R-
SU case, when the PU is located at LAp , LBp and LCp , for N = 10 (solid lines) and
N = 50 (dashed lines). Lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results,
respectively.
0.8−1, and in this case the crossover behaviour, which occurs at low LEP, becomes less
significant. It can also be observed that for all the three locations, distance-dependent
shadowing have negligible impact on the performance.
In Fig. 5.3 we provide results for a scenario similar to the one considered in Fig. 5.2,
except that now performances are averaged over R-SU positions, and we also introduce
results for N = 10. The node density improves the performance of the WCL, especially
for high LEPs. However, for PU locations LBp and LCp we observe a crossing point
between LEP curves for q0 = 13m and q0 = 30m, respectively. At these crossing
points we observe low LEPs of about 0.35.
Path-loss Analysis. In Fig. 5.4 we show the impact the variation of the path-loss
exponent α has on the CDF, in the same scenarios considered for investigating the
impact of path-loss on the RMSE in Section 4.4. According to Fig. 4.5, the LEP
improves with an increase in α and this is due to the same reasoning outlined in
Section 4.4, i.e., the induction of a node selection strategy as a result of increasing
α. For LAp scenario, there is lack of dependency on α as it can be observed from the
tightness of the CDF curves. However, for LBp scenario, the impact of α is apparent
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Fig. 5.4 CDF of the error of the two-dimensional position estimation, in the R-SU case,
when the PU is located at LAp and LBp , and for two different values of the path-loss
exponent, with N = 10. Lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results,
respectively.
and the estimation is more sensitive to this parameter. Therefore, for high path-loss
exponent environments LBp scenario will implicitly and effectively reduce the impact
of network nodes with low RSS on the location estimate. This clearly demonstrates
that for centroid based localization systems, increasing node density does not always
help especially when operating in 1) low path-loss exponent environments and 2) the
emitter is away from the center.
Shadowing analysis. In Fig. 5.5 we show the impact the variation of the shadowing
parameter σs has on the CDF, and we considered σs = 4 dB , σs = 8 dB and α = 4.
Interestingly, as depicted, the CDF is not so senstive to σs as reflected by the tightness
of the curves for variation in σs. Note that for LAp scenario in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5,
there is lack of dependency on α and σs, respectively. However, for LBp scenario, we
observe a strong dependence on the system parameter α – which in a way influences
the number of SUs that take part in the localization process. This suggests that other
factors such as PU location and SUs topology have strong implications on the accuracy
of centroid location systems.
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Fig. 5.5 CDF of the error of the two-dimensional position estimation, in the R-SU
case, when the PU is located at LAp and LBp , and for two different values of shadowing
parameter, with N = 10. Lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results,
respectively.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new analytical framework to calculate the performance
of WCL in the presence of i.i.d. and non-i.i.d. log-normal shadowing, based on results
of the statistical distribution of the ratio of two quadratic forms in normal variables.
The analysis complements the results presented in Chapter 4 with a tractable expres-
sion for the calculation of the CDF of the localization error, giving a rather complete
statistical description of WCL.
A case study analysis was performed to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed
methodology. Specifically, we analyzed the performance of WCL under varying PU
location, path-loss exponent, shadowing standard deviation, number of SUs and their
location. Results confirm that the statistical framework is able to predict the perfor-
mance of WCL very accurately, capturing all the essential aspects of propagation and
SUs location.
The analytical framework works extremely well even for small-sized networks,
which turns out to be an appealing approach that overcomes the limitations of asymp-
totic results based on the central limit theorem.
Chapter 6
Bias Correction in Weighted
Centroid Localization
In conjuction with the analytical framework of Chapter 4 and some of the methodolo-
gies in Chapter 3, we present a performance analysis of the bias of WCL and further
propose a bias correction algorithm to improve the localization performance. In par-
ticular, we provide an expression for the bias of the localization error based on the
fractional moment of the one-dimensional location estimate. Based on this, we prove
that WCL estimation is bias dominated.
6.1 Introduction
Weighted centroid localization (WCL) based on received signal strength (RSS) mea-
surements is an attractive low-complexity solution that enables cognitive radios (CRs)
to have a geolocation awareness of the radio environment. The WCL technique has
been studied in several papers assuming the secondary users (SUs) have limited in-
formation about the PU [46, 66, 71, 79]. Most of the aforementioned existing works
evaluate the WCL performance only numerically, in terms of the root mean square
error (RMSE), under varying environment conditions, i.e., factors such as node place-
ment, node density, shadowing variance and node spacing. The analytical framework
to calculate the exact performance of WCL in the presence of independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) as well as correlated log-normal shadowing is presented in
[46, 79, 110].
However, as many other localization algorithms, WCL uses noisy RSS measure-
ments making it hard to obtain the position estimate of the primary user (PU) exactly
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i.e., this leads to biased estimates. An estimator is said to be biased if there is a ‘mis-
match’ between the expected value of the estimator and the true parameter [112]. It
is generally considered desirable to correct, if possible, the bias of an estimator in
order to enhance the accuracy of a localization algorithm [113]. As such, bias analysis
has received considerable attention in literature [112–119]. The work in [112] explored
and quantified the bias and variance functions for parametric estimation problems
using the uniform Cramér-Rao bound. The bias-correction method in localization al-
gorithms using second-order Taylor series expansion is presented in [113]. In [114], the
authors present statistical analysis on the arctan-based maximum likelihood estimator
explaining the bias problem associated with it and further analyze the bias problem
for linear systems as well as providing solutions for bias correction. The work in [115]
derive and examine the second-order bias and mean squared error of a wide class of
nonlinear estimators. A general method of calculating the biases in a class of nonlin-
ear least-squares problems as well as in Bayesian estimation is presented in [116]. In
[118], the authors present some applications of tensor algebra to estimation theory, in
particular the bias analysis in non-linear systems.
In this chapter, we propose a new analytical framework to evaluate the bias of the
WCL estimator in the presence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) log-
normal shadowing and also provide solutions for bias correction. Such investigation
unfolded some peculiarities of WCL which were not known in the literature.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the
system model and the performance metric of WCL. We provide the expression to
evaluate the bias of WCL in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 presents a simple RMSE coarse
bias estimator. Section 6.5 presents the analysis of the RMSE when incorporating
node selection. A case study to quantify the effectiveness of the proposed approach is
analyzed in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 concludes the chapter with a summary of novel
contributions.
6.2 System Model
As with the previous chapters, we consider a CR network with N SUs located in a
square area of side length S, and the PU located within the area at position Lp =
[xp, yp]T. The position of the i-th SU node is defined as Li = [xi, yi]T, i = 1, 2, ..., N .
The propagation environment is characterized by a power-law path-loss channel model
plus log-normal shadowing. The RSS at the i-th SU node from the PU is thus given
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by
Pi = PT − p0(d0)− 10α log10
( ||Li − Lp||2
d0
)
+ Si (6.1)
where PT is the transmit power in dBm, p0(d0) is the path-loss at a reference distance
d0, α is the path-loss exponent, and Si describes the random shadowing effect. More
precisely, in the general case of correlated shadowing, S = [S1, . . . , SN ]T ∼ N (0,Σs)
where Σs is the shadowing covariance matrix. In the case of independent shadowing
among sensors Σs = diag
(
σ2s,1, . . . , σ
2
s,N
)
, which further simplifies in the i.i.d. case,
i.e., Σs = σ2s I. For the correlated shadowing case, we consider the following model for
spatial correlation [106–108]
Σs = [Σij]i,j=1,...,N with Σij = σ2s e−β∥Li−Lj∥2
where β = 1/Dcm−1, and Dc is the correlation distance.
The WCL algorithm used to estimate the location of the PU in two dimensions
[66]
L̂p =
∑N
i=1wiLi∑N
i=1wi
=
∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)Li∑N
i=1(Pi − Pmin)
(6.2)
where wi = (Pi−Pmin)/(Pmax−Pmin) is the weighting coefficient for the i-th SU node,
with Pmax the maximum received power among sensor nodes, and Pmin an arbitrary
reference power level which can be e.g., the minimum measurable received power by
the SU. The localization error is defined as ξ , L̂p − Lp = [X̂p − xp, Ŷp − yp]T, where
X̂p and Ŷp are the one-dimensional position estimates along the x-axis and y-axis,
respectively
X̂p =
∑N
i=1Gixi∑N
i=1Gi
Ŷp =
∑N
j=1Gjyj∑N
j=1Gj
(6.3)
with Gi = Pi − Pmin. Finally, the squared distance error is given by
ξ2 , (X̂p − xp)2 + (Ŷp − yp)2 = ||ξ||22. (6.4)
For notational convenience we define G = [G1, . . . , GN ]T, X = [x1, . . . , xN ]T, and
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Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T. In the following section, the square of the distance error (6.4)
will be interpreted as the ratio of two quadratic forms, leading to a new theoretical
framework for the bias analysis of WCL.
6.3 Analytical Expression of the Bias
While the two-dimensional error in Section 4.3 represents the most important perfor-
mance metric, it is also interesting to decompose the error along the axes to better
understand the behavior of WCL. In this case, it is possible to calculate the bias of
the estimate components, E[ξx] and E[ξy]. In particular, for the x-axis (and similarly
for the y-axis)
E[ξx] = E
[
G˘TA˘x1˙
G˘TB˘x1˙
]
= E
[
(G˘TA˜G˘)1/2
(G˘TB˜G˘)1/2
]
(6.5)
where A˘x = Vdiag(X′)V, 1˙ is a column vector of ones, B˘x = VIV = Σs, A˜ =
VX′X′TV, X′ = X − xp, B˜ = V1ϵV and G˘ ∼ N (V−1µ, I). Note that (6.5) is a
fractional moment of the ratio of quadratic forms in normal variables, for which an
efficient computational procedure is readily available in the form of a Matlab code
[94].
Similarly, we can also investigate the MSE of ξx, i.e.,
E[ξ2x] = E
[
G˘TA˜G˘
G˘TB˜G˘
]
(6.6)
and thereafter use (4.9) and (4.10). We remark that we can compute (6.6) for non-i.i.d.
as well as i.i.d. shadowing using (4.14) and (4.21), respectively.
It is worth mentioning that knowing the bias (6.5) along the two directions, it is
possible to decompose the MSE (6.6) into E[ξ2x] = V[X̂p] + E[ξx]2, and also the MSE
of the two-dimensional estimate (4.8) in the form
MSE = E
[
ξ2
]
= V
[
X̂p
]
+ V
[
Ŷp
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
variance
+E
[
ξx
]2
+ E
[
ξy
]2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
bias
. (6.7)
This decomposition allows to derive the variance of the estimate and to evaluate the
bias-variance tradeoff.
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6.4 Bias Estimator
In this section, we propose a bias estimator for WCL when the PU is located at the
center based on the RMSE predictor (4.22) presented in Chapter 4.1 The expressions
for the bias estimate simply become
Biasx = E[ξx] =
√
µTAxµ
µT1µ . (6.8)
Biasy = E[ξy] =
√
µTAyµ
µT1µ . (6.9)
where Ax = XXT, Ay = YYT, and µ = E[G].
Now, to obtain an improved biased-corrected WCL (BC-WCL), we simply subtract
(6.8) and (6.9) from (6.3) i.e.,
X̂pc = X̂p − E[ξx] Ŷpc = Ŷp − E[ξy] (6.10)
where X̂pc and Ŷpc denote the corrected PU position estimates, respectively. Defining
ξxc = X̂pc − xp and ξyc = Ŷpc − yp, the RMSE of the two-dimensional errors becomes
RMSEcorrected =
√
MSEcorrected =
√
E[ξ2xc] + E[ξ2yc]
=
√
MSEξ − (Bias2x + Bias2y) (6.11)
where MSEξ is the MSE derived in Section 4.3.
6.5 WCL with Node Selection
We now analyze the performance of WCL based on the statistical distribution of ratio
of quadratic forms when adopting a node strategy in the scenarios where the PU is
away from the center. In particular, we propose to invoke a node selection strategy,
e.g., considering only Nsel SUs with strongest RSS to take part in the localization
1Note that under this scenario, the coarse prediction of the RMSE of WCL is be obtained when
neglecting the effect of shadowing.
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process. We then employ the RMSE expression derived in Section 4.3 to quantify the
performance of the proposed WCL with node selection (WCLNS) methodology.
6.6 Case Study Analysis
In this section, we exploit the methodology provided in Section 6.3 – Section 6.5 to
analyze the performance of WCL. In particular, we compare analytical and Monte-
Carlo simulation results in two different settings: 1) random, but fixed, SU (RF-SU)
positions, and 2) random SU (R-SU) positions, respectively. For random-fixed SUs, we
consider a single snapshot of SU positions while for random SU positions we average
the analytical and simulation results over 1000 independent realizations.
The case study scenario is a square area with side S = 100m. Fig. 6.1 depicts the
considered randomly distributed SUs and the PU located in three different positions:
LAp = (0m, 0m), LBp = (20m, 0m) and LCp = (30m, 30m).
The propagation environment is characterized by (6.1), where the PU transmit
power is PT = 20 dBW, the shadowing parameter is σs = 4 dB, 5.5 dB and 8 dB, the
path-loss at reference distance, d0 = 1m, is p0(d0) = 50 dB and the path-loss exponent
is α = 3 and α = 4.
Bias-variance tradeoff. Table 6.1 shows the relationship between the MSE (4.14)
and bias terms in (6.7) across all the three locations of interest with N = 100. The
ratio of the bias to MSE expressed as a percentage clearly demonstrate that the WCL
estimation is bias dominated, and this is even more apparent at locations LBp and LCp
experiencing a position estimation where more than 90% of the MSE is due to bias.
The analysis provides a design guideline to consider when implementing a centroid
based location system. Noting that the estimation will be bias dominated, developing
techniques that mitigate such bias will be a significant and appealing addition.
Bias estimator and correction. Fig. 6.2 depicts the bias estimates obtained using
the RMSE coarse estimator and it can be observed that the results match the Monte-
Carlo simulations. The performance of BC-WCL is depicted in Fig. 6.3. Remarkably,
as demonstrated, correcting the bias significantly improves the performance of WCL
especially for small values ofN . For example, we observe about 94% and 66% reduction
in the RMSE for N = 10 and N = 320, respectively. In Fig. 6.4, we depict numerical
analysis of the WCL bias as a function of the x coordinate of the PU position for
different values of N . The impact of N becomes less significant as the PU is moved
from the center (x = 0m) to the side of the area (x = 30m), further demonstrating the
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Table 6.1 Bias-variance tradeoff of position estimation with N = 100, in the RF-SU
case.
PU ↓ MSE [m2] Bias [m2] Variance [m2] BiasMSE%
LAp 15.9 9.94 5.96 62.7
LBp 217.4 204.6 12.8 94.1
LCp 818.7 792.8 25.9 96.8
dependence of WCL on the PU location and confirming our assertions in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5.
WCL with node selection. In Fig. 6.5 we show the impact N has on the RMSE,
and we considered the following scenarios: PU locations LBp and LCp , R-SU settings,
α = 4, σs = 8 dB. Interestingly, the RMSE improves when applying node selection.
For example, for LBp scenario, we observe about 32% and 87% reduction in the RMSE
for N = 10 and N = 320, respectively. For LCp scenario, we observe about 53% and
82% reduction in the RMSE for N = 10 and N = 320, respectively. Basically, the
node selection strategy effectively reduces the impact of the SUs with low RSS on
location estimate [71, 74]. This means that only SUs closer to the PU will contribute
more in the localization and thereby improving the RMSE.
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Fig. 6.1 The case study considered with randomly located SUs (triangles) and different
PU positions: circle, square and diamond represent PU locations LAp , LBp and LCp ,
respectively.
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Fig. 6.2 Bias in x and y direction when the PU is located at LAp . Lines and symbols
refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively.
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Fig. 6.3 RMSE for WCL and BC-WCL when the PU is located at LAp . Lines and
symbols refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively.
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Fig. 6.4 WCL bias as a function of the x coordinate of the PU position for different
values of N . Lines and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively.
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Fig. 6.5 RMSE for WCL and WCLNS when the PU is located at LBp and LCp . Lines
and symbols refer to analytical and simulation results, respectively.
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6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new analytical framework to evaluate the bias of WCL in
the presence of i.i.d. shadowing based on the fractional moment of the one-dimensional
location estimate. Such investigation unfolded some peculiarities of WCL which were
not known in the literature and we demonstrated that WCL estimation is bias dom-
inated. Based on this, we provided a solution for bias correction using the proposed
RMSE coarse estimator presented in Chapter 4. We further provided an analysis
when incorporating node selection for scenarios when the PU is not at the center of
the network. The case study analysis confirms that both the bias correction and node
selection improve the RMSE in WCL estimation.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This research primarily focused on one of the key cognitive radio enabling techniques
called localization. Source localization of an incumbent user is a spectrum awareness
feature that can be very useful in enhancing the functionality of cognitive radios. In
summary, the finding of this thesis were formulated into two folds; firstly, to put forth
new techniques that improve the performance of existing blind localization schemes.
Secondly, we introduced a new analytical framework that provides novel ways of eval-
uating the performance of blind localization algorithms in cognitive radio networks.
The main contributions of our work are presented in Chapter 3 – Chapter 6.
In the first contribution, we explored a broad range of existing blind localiza-
tion techniques and through Monte-Carlo simulations we numerically analyzed the
performance of such techniques. Understanding the state-of-the-art of existing tech-
niques was a very crucial step since it provided us with a platform that enabled us
to develop two novel localization schemes. In particular, we proposed a combined
fingerprinting/database and centroid-based localization technique. We also proposed
a constrained centroid-based localization approach which imposed minimum distance
criterion when selecting nodes. Numerical analysis confirmed that the RMSE of the
position estimation for both methodologies was significantly improved compared to
the existing approaches.
The second contribution put forth a new analytical framework to characterize the
performance of a particular attractive low-complexity localization technique known
as WCL. Specifically, the new framework provided tractable expressions to evaluate
the performance of the WCL algorithm in terms of the RMSE. The expressions are
based on the statistical distribution of the ratio of quadratic forms in normal variables
and applies for arbitrary covariance matrices, accommodating also distance-dependent
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shadowing intensity. We further provided a simplified closed-form expression for the
RMSE of the two-dimensional location estimation in the presence of independent and
identically distributed shadowing. We also proposed a coarse but simple RMSE pre-
dictor, which only depends on the mean received signal strength and provides fairly
good performance estimation in weakly shadowed scenarios.
In the third contribution, we obtained a tractable expression for the calculation of
the CDF of the localization error, giving a rather complete statistical description of
WCL. The exact expression was also based on the statistical distribution of the ratio
of quadratic forms in normal variables and as in the RMSE analysis, this framework
is general enough to accommodate for arbitrary covariance matrices.
The fourth contribution studied the bias of WCL estimator using the theoretical
framework presented in the second contribution. In particular, we provided an ex-
pression for the bias of the localization error based on the fractional moment of the
one-dimensional location estimate. Through this analysis, we demonstrated that WCL
position estimate is highly biased. Such investigation unfolded some peculiarities of
WCL which were not known in the literature, e.g., leading to the proposal of a coarse
but simple RMSE predictor which only depends on the mean received signal strength.
Base on this, we proposed a novel solution that corrects bias in WCL estimation. We
further presented the analysis of the RMSE of the WCL position estimate when in-
corporating node selection. The analysis confirms that both the bias correction and
node selection improve the RMSE in WCL estimation.
A key contribution in our analysis is that we present not only the accurate per-
formance in terms of the RMSE and CDF, but a new analytical framework that
takes into consideration the finite nature of the network, overcoming the limitations
of asymptotic results based on the central limit theorem. Throughout our theoreti-
cal contributions, we provided a case study analysis to evaluate the accuracy of our
new methodology. In particular, we compared analytical and Monte-Carlo simulation
results of the performance metric of interest. Remarkably, the case study analysis con-
firmed that the statistical framework is able to predict the performance of WCL very
accurately, capturing all the essential aspects of propagation, cognitive radio network
spatial topology as well as the finite nature of the network. Most of the aforementioned
thesis contributions have been peer-reviewed and published.
It is worth noting that the scope of this work was limited to a single PU localization
scenario. A possible extension would be to a consider multiple PU localization problem
and develop novel algorithms or analytical framework for such scenario. Additionally,
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our analytical framework is based on the random but fixed SU locations, it will be
an interesting future direction to analyze the performance of WCL when SU locations
are completely stochastic and possibly employ mathematical tools such as stochastic
geometry and random matrix theory. Another possible future avenue is to study
localization and interference analysis which often have conflicting goals e.g., in cellular
networks. Finally, it will also be interesting to investigate new blind localization
techniques for next generation infrastructure-based cognitive radio networks equipped
with directional antennas.
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